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AASA Asks: Are You Filipino? Paris Home to New
Global Learning Site
JENNIFER MOOR
ANNOUNCEMENTS

EDITOR

The
Asian
American
Student's Association hosted its
second annual Filipino night at
Trinity on Sunday October 2.
Spearheaded by Sophomores
Mikhael Borgonos and Angelica
Castaneda, "How Filipino Are
You?" is an evening that attempts
to expose the college to the culture of the Philippines in a variety
of formats ranging from formal
presentations to a sampling of
authentic Filipino food. "We just
wanted everyone to have fun,"
Castaneda said. "For a lot of people this was their first encounter
with Filipino culture. The night is
meant to be an informal introduction to one of the many Asian cultures AASA represents on this
campus."
As two of the approximately
ten students of Filipino descent
on Trinity's campus, Borgonos
and Castaneda were heartened as
they began the evening by
addressing a rather large and surprisingly diverse turnout which
ranged from college administrators to AASA members to nonstudent affiliates. "Mike and I had
only come up with this concept
last year as freshman, so we were

Mikhael Borgonos

AASA celebrated Filipinos during a lavish dinner event
surprised by the turnout this year.
It was so great to have people
come and show their support and
interest about learning something
new. Hopefully it will continue lo
get bigger every year."

Once all of the audience
members had removed their shoes
(a pre-req upon entering the
AASA house), Borgonos and
see FILIPINO, on page 12

FABRIZIO MONTERMINl
NEWS WRITER
The Trinity-in-Paris Global
Learning Site, approved last
spring, is set to launch its first
semester in January 2006 as
Trinity's first in-residence study
abroad program in France.
In the past, students wishing
to study abroad in Paris had to
enroll in an affiliated program and
receive transfer credit. Dr. Alden
Gordon, chairman of the Fine Arts
Department and Director of the
Trinity College Paris program,
explained that several professors
acknowledged the lack of a
Trinity campus as an impediment
for students wishing to study in
Paris, a city booming with cultural excellence and political developments.
A steering committee was created with a group of 11 interested
teachers, but "the impetus [for the
development of this program] was
really Professor Gordon," said Dr.
Don Katz, a professor of French
language and literature and a
member of the steering committee . This committee discussed and
developed the specific aspects of

the program and sent it to the
administration for approval last
spring. The new site provides inresidence credits for any students
wishing to attend, making it easier than in previous semesters.
The campus is anticipated to
"create a revived French Studies
program at Trinity and incorporate [other disciplines] into the
experience," Gordon said. It is
hoped to integrate well with other
majors at Trinity and complement
whatever students may be studying. Courses in political and economic history, contemporary
Europe, art history, and philosophy, in addition to the myriad of
classes for exploring French language and culture will be offered.
Approximately 17 students
from diverse majors have already
shown interest in attending the
new campus in January, said
Mary Hevi, an administrator in
the Office of International
Programs and the specialist on the
Paris Campus. One student planning to attend the site said, "it
offered me the same benefits as
see PARIS on page 8

Trinity Professors' Group Pushes Integrity Contract
Art Displayed in AAC
they are beyond their roles as professors.
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
Professor Delano uses his
The Widener Gallery in Puerto Rican heritage as inspiraAustin Arts Center is currently tion for his photographs. Born
and raised in Puerto Rico, he
showing the works of three of
moved to the United States to
Trinity's Studio Arts faculty
members, Professors Joseph study painting in New York.
Byrne, Pablo Delano, and Patricia Although he did not have formal
training in photography, Delano
Tillman.
A compilation of photogra- used what he learned from his
phy, painting and sculpture, the father to express the relationship
exhibition offers a unique collec- between his life in the United
States and in the Caribbean.
tion that will appeal to people of
The photographs used for this
all interests. It is a special opportunity to learn about the background of each artist and see who
see THREE on page 16
KATY NOLIN
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Delano's artwork features the island of Trinidad.

Pablo Delano

BILL COSGROVE
NEWS WRITER
An ambitious group of
Trinity students, called the
Trintegrity Committee, has
decided to focus on the Student
Integrity Contract (SIC), an
issue that was on the back burner for a while. The group has
been meeting since this summer
to try to find ways in which the
SIC would have a larger role in
daily activities at Trinity.
Trintegrity member Anita
Winters '09 commented, "[The
Trintegrity Committee has a]
main objective of promoting
greater student integrity on campus." But Project Coordinator
Andrew Horowitz '06 would
more specifically like to create
"a proposal to make SIC part of
daily life and let the community
know that it does exist and that
it will hold people accountable
for their actions."
In a letter to the class of
2009, Dean
of Students
Frederick Alford told Trinity's
newest members that "the SIC
represents the best thinking of a
group of faculty members, students, and administrators. It also
represents a work in progress
that you will help shape."
The summer before a student's freshmen year at Trinity,
he or she was asked to sign the
SIC and send it back to Dean

Alford.
During
the
Matriculation Ceremony, that
student took an oath to uphold
the rules of the SIC. The
Preamble of the SIC states that
"By signing this document, each
matriculated student commits to
act with honor and integrity at
Trinity College." Said Horowitz,
"Most students sign the Contract
the summer before their freshmen year, take an oath to uphold
it at Matriculation, and then forget about it. We'd like people to
be more mindful of the SIC."
Written by students, the SIC
took effect in the 2002-2003

m
E

school year. By signing it, students pledge to "assume responsibility for upholding our standards of academic integrity and
social conduct." The SIC is
divided into two main parts: one
governing academic life, and
one governing social life. It also
spells out how Honor Councils
will be formed and what their
responsibilities include. A copy
of the SIC can be found on page
87 of the 2005-2006 Student
Handbook.
Horowitz defines integrity as
see CONTRACT on page 8
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From the Editor:
Two weeks ago, the Tripod published an article by Alexander Ross '06 titled,
"Holding Arts to a Higher Standard." In it, he detailed behavior at a benefit concert that he considered inappropriate. In his attempt to voice displeasure at opinions counter to his own, he inadvertently responded to what he considered mudslingmg with more of the same behavior.
Over the past two weeks, including a weeklong hiatus from publishing the
Tripod over Trinity Days, I've heard more vocal responses to Ross' article than
any other this semester. The overriding opinion from these voices was that Ross
expressed racist thought in his piece. When we published his article we left it up
to our readers to decide what to think. It is not the Tripod's responsibility to keep
our contributors from expressing their thoughts, or to protect them from themselves.

••• ••-• •••••••

In our last issue, I wrote my editorial about the seeming "intolerance for intolerance" that I found to be disturbing in the wake of some homophobic behavior
almost a month ago. I would encourage at least one of our opinions contributors
from this week to read that editorial.
The Tripod will openly accept the opinions of any member of the Trinity community. This week, we have submissions from a Trinity parent, students on campus and abroad, on staff, and off. Incidentally, we're also running an article in
Spanish. The staff of the Tripod will always try to honor the requests of our contributors, and will publish almost anything that is not a personal attack.
Below this editorial is a text box that holds our proverbial "small print." I
encourage anyone reading this editorial to peruse it and to consider what you can
teach our community by putting a voice behind your opinions.
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of Trinity
College in Hartford, Conn,
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondence to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100
Visit our website at www.tritiitytripod.com
Subscribe to the Tripod: $20 for 11 issues (1 semester), $35 for 22 issues (1 year).
Editor-in-Chief
(860) 297-2583

Business Office
(860) 297-2584

Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5 p.m. on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. Letters over 300 words in length and opinion submissions over 800 words in length will not be published, though exceptions may be made at the editors' discretion under special circumstances. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published. However, names may
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an
attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of the
Tripod. The editors of the j'ripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity and/or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
'•-'•'
Campus Mail Box 702582
E-Mail: •trip6d@trincoll.edu
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An Open Apology to the Trinity Community
To the Editor:
We, the undersigned, were
among a group of 30 or more students, some of whom committed
and all of whom permitted offensive language at the Wesleyan
soccer game. Some members of
the larger group are unwilling to
sign this letter for fear of retribution; please don't assume that they
are not ashamed of what they did.
We who are signing our names
are doing so because we believe it
is the right thing to do; we are
taking responsibility for these
actions as upperclassmen; we are
ashamed of ourselves.
A few weeks ago our fields
were filled with athletes from
Trinity and Wesleyan, fans of all
ages and a group of students who
had forgotten about the spirit of
Trinity College.
While we sat on the far sideline, watching people jeering and
heckling the players in black and
red with offensive language, we
failed to speak up. Although we
did not speak the homophobic
phrases, we were all to blame for
what happened. To use the words
of our peers who have rightfully
called us to task, we permitted
this behavior while those around
us committed it, and in our failure
to act we did not uphold the standards of the College.
Many of us today have grown
up in an atmosphere where homophobic and sexist language is
commonplace; we use these
words casually and without
regard for how they make others
feel. At first we were surprised by
the campus outrage, but the more
we listened, the more we learned.
The way cruel language makes
women, LGBT students and others feel that they are not welcome
at Trinity is a problem that has
been brought to light for us. We

have been able to witness what
happens when these words are
used as derogatory chants and
calls. This is not to be used as justification or anything of the sort,
since our actions are unjustifiable. We do realize that these
words carry with them a weight;
that is something we lost track of
three weeks ago.
While it may seem that we are
students who are hateful and
judging, this is not the case. We
acted in a way that was ignorant
and foolish. We are sure that
many people have judged us and
the people who committed these
offenses. We realize that some
members of this community have
made up their minds about us and
will not be moved from these
opinions, and we can understand
how they feel and will have to
live with their scorn. We hope
that some of you will find it in
yourselves to forgive us and the
others who are afraid to come forward and judge us by a different
act, an apology. It is coming
weeks late, but it is nonetheless
heartfelt. Some people claim that
apologizing is the hardest thing a
person ever has to do, but that is
certainly not true when you know
what you have done is wrong. We
are sorry. Anytime someone on
this campus feels as though they
are being persecuted, there is a
problem. We brought that feeling
to campus that weekend; it is for
that that we apologize. We are
sorry and we will do everything
in our power not to permit or
commit these acts in the future.
Sincerely,
NickBaldelli'06
Tim Cleary '06
John Halverson '07
Scott Haskell '06
Matt Rafuse '07

Latent Racism in Ross's Criticism ofConcert
To the Editor,
In his article "Holding Arts
to a Higher Standard," Alex Ross
calls for the artists on Trinity's
campus to, as far as I could tell,
beat down the black man. I am
disgusted as a member of
Trinity's artistic community, as a
student, and as a human. His
emotional outpour was nothing
short of thinly veiled racism with
no journalistic integrity, and it
showed even less respect for the
student who performed, was censored for lyrical content, and was
pulled offstage.
He made numerous assumptions about the so-called "thug"
mob, including their drug habits,

personal values, morals, beliefs,
convictions, and intentions.
That's what we call racism, people. You can say that you are
worried about the children, you
can say that lyrical censorship is
okay in certain settings, and you
can say artists need to stick
together, but when you say it
with phrases like "drug-driven,
gang land life style" and "broken
formless social sector," you are
molesting a line that is offensive
and provocative.
I'd like to sit down and have
a milkshake with this self-proclaimed social pariah. I'd tell him
see ARTS on page 4

Letters are continued on page 4.
After endless rain, PT rejoices the return of the sun, just when
we were about to begin constructing our ark. Now if only we
could get all the mud off of our stilettos ...
Nine days of straight rain
makes for a sad Trinity.
Fox delays the OC two
weeks for baseball.
Psi-U Tropical craze
Saturday night.

The Jarvis lake makes for
fun nighttime swimming.

f

You can still watch MTV's
"Miss 17," which has real
17-year olds.
Crazy tropical beer shits
Sunday morning.
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To the Court:Jesus Hate Hits Some Harder
Was a Libertarian
LISA SAN PASCUAL
OPINIONS EDITOR

Olasky, the compassionate conservatism guru, noted with satis"What in God's name - you
faction that Miers had been
should forgive the expression - is
active in a conservative evangeliall this about there being 'no relical church for 25 years, with all
gious test' for appointments to
that implies about hot-button
high public office?" writes
social issues." My question is
Christopher Hitchens in Oct. 10's this: how has evangelical
Slate. "Most particularly in the Christianity become associated
case of the U.S. Supreme Court, with "hot-button social issues"?
there is the most blatant religious
And is that even the goal of the
test imaginable."
true Christian?
With one Supreme Court
That Harriet Miers is a
vacancy filled and the other
Christian shouldn't bother anypending, our country faces the
body; that she will be expected to
monumental decision of what
rule based on her faith should, j
direction its jurisprudence will
Demonstrating
Democratic i
take. Of course, the proverbial
strategist Jim Jordan's dictum j
religious right is at the forefront
that "whoever defines the nomi- |
of this controversial movement to
nee in the first 48 hours wins,"
lead our country down the path of
the White House painted a
righteousness. So, in light of the Christian-friendly portrait of

Now is as good a time as any to reexamine... Jesus's role inthe political arena.
And the clear answer is this: Stay. Out
increasingly ugly wrangling over
• religion's role in politics, it
seems now is as good a time as
any to reexamine evangelical
Christianity and what it says
about Jesus's role in the political
arena. And the clear answer is
this: Stay. Out.
The public attitude towards
evangelical Christians is summed
up nicely in the Oct. 6 New
Republic
Online:
"Marvin

Miers in order to garner support.
Did you know that Miers was
"saved" on such and such a date?
That she is a member at Valley
View Christian Church in Dallas?
That she has participated in
oodles of church-related volunteer work? Should anyone really
care?
The conservative sector has
see CHRISTIANS on page 5

Homophobia on Campus Especially Difficult to Overcome
MADISON WARD
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

know it's a small enough campus
that it's likely some people know
I am not gay. No one has ever of you or have seen you around
before, and that's a good feeling,
called me gay. So if you feel like
I have no business getting right? Unless all people know
involved with this, fair enough. about you is that you're gay.
But I have plenty of friends from
People get drunk (a lot at
home and at Trinity who are gay, Trin, myself included) and somesome openly, some not. And times say things they wouldn't
while a lot of people feel like, say sober, or at least say them a
"What's the big deal with this
lot more loudly than they would
name-calling stuff?", if that's
if they were sober. No big deal,

ultimate insult, you must have a
problem with homosexuality.
That's not very encouraging to
the guy grilling next to you who's
been in the closet for three years
and is thinking about coming out.
Trinity can be a scary place
for a lot of people, for new students, for women, for minorities
and especially for homosexuals.
And whatever your personal
moral or political feelings on the
matter may be, this is a place
where every student has the right
People on our campus are identified as
to feel safe. And honestly, if you
feel like gay students shouldn't be
athletes, artists, scholars, Greek members,
at Trinity, then I don't really want
etc. Imagine if you were identified as gay.
you at my school. I know that
telling someone there's nothing
wrong with being gay isn't going
everyone understands that s/he
how you feel, my guess is you're
to change how they feel, but that
not gay. You may think, "Well, doesn't mean anything by it,
said, I think the majority of these
even if I were (though I never right? A little screaming at an
"incidences" occur by your averopposing team or an offhand
would be), I wouldn't make a big
age students who may be uncomcomment on someone's shirt in
deal about it and try it get people
fortable with homosexuality, but
in trouble." That's easy for you to Mather is normal, right?
who don't have an outright probsay.
Come on, guys. Grow up.
lem with it. For starters, find a
We're all adults now (barring
Trinity is a small place and
new insult, talk about the guy's
some seventeen-year-old freshwe all know that everyone knows
mother or sister, for all I care. It's
men ... and there are plenty of
everything about everyone.
hard enough to be gay in today's
twenty-year-old freshmen to can- world, but it's about 10 times
People on our campus are identified as athletes, artists, scholars, cel them out), and we have to be harder to be gay at Trinity. I
responsible for not only our own wouldn't wish being gay upon
Greek members, etc. Imagine if
you were identified as gay. Sure, actions, but the actions of the anyone. It's not the easy decision.
your friends may know you as an people around us. Is yelling "fag"
I applaud the students, faculty
at some Wesleyan soccer player
athlete or as a performer, but the
and administration who are willreally all that much of an insult to
rest of the people on campus
ing to be,open about their sexualknow you as gay. Humor me for him if he knows that he's
ity; I think it's a very brave thing.
straight? Not really. But it is an So stop tormenting our gay popua moment and think about how
insult to anyone around who's
some of you feel when you walk
lation, period. Bigotry is hard to
gay and has to hear your drunken
into Psi U late night, or the Crow
overcome, so start working on it
slurring. In this case, if you're
backyard. Even if you don't
now.
using being gay as some sort of
know a lot of people there, you

Harriet Miers aDisappointment for Republicans
After Homerun Nominee John Roberts, Predecessor Miers Likely to Have A Harder Time in Confirmation
KATE GRELLE

has long since passed, and the President
OPINIONS WRITER
seems to be as quick to acknowledge this
fact as he was to decide that he really
A front-page article of the Los
Angeles Times declared on Nov. 4, 2004, should interrupt his vacation to deal with
the recent crisis in New Orleans. The
that President Bush "can claim a solid
American people are no longer behind
mandate of 51 percent of the vote."
him, the unquestioning faith and confiSince he lost the popular election in
dence that was placed in his ability to
2000, a 51 percent majority did appear to
lead after 9/11 has dissipated, and
be a fairly solid victory in relative terms.
instead, the credibility gap between the
Yet the President seems to forget that 49
administration and the population at
percent of those who cast their ballots
that November did not vote for him. large is widening to Grand Canyon proportions. The recent accusations towards
That 49 percent found enough cause for
concern with the first four years of his the Republican Triumvirate of Tom
DeLay, Bill Frist, and Karl Rove have
presidency that they were willing to cast
weakened what little support that has
their votes for John Kerry. He also
been left for Bush even further.
seems to forget that of that 51 percent
who did vote for him, an indeterminate
With the Republican Party running
amount simply chose him as the "lesser
on auxiliary power, one would think that

lective "NOOOOOOOOO!" echoed in
the hearts and minds of Republicans
nationwide. The President's choice to
nominate Harriet Miers as the next
Supreme Court justice seems to be, at
best, an act of hubris; at worst, an act of
foolishness.
John Roberts was unquestionably a

(and,
no, 1; * neither
the Lottery
Commissioner ^position nor the head of
the Texas Bar Association are of adequate caliber), the odds are certainly
stacked against her. Take into account
that the majority of documentation that
might provide any insight to her political
views are being protected by Executive

Yet when the nomination of Harriet Miers was
announced, a collective "NOOOOOOOOO!" echoed
in the hearts and minds of Republicans nationwide.

tough act to follow. His impeccable ere*
dentials certainly set the bar very high
for the next Supreme Court candidate.
However, rather than vault over the bar
with his next nomination, the President
instead decided to crawl under it by nominating Miers. True, she served as the
The President seems to forget that 49 percent of
head of the Texas State Lottery
those who cast their ballots that November did not
Commission. She also served as the first
female president of the Texas Bar
vote for him.
Association. But, though a successful
lawyer, she has never been a judge. Of
of two evils." So, really, to call his win the President would want to act in a way
course, such experience is not required in
a mandate, a carte blanche, so to speak, that would help to regain some of the
order to be a Supreme Court Justice, but
confidence
and
trust
that
is
at
such
a
seems more a case of White House spin
with no particularly significant accomsevere
deficit.
Yet,
when
the
nomination
than it does an accurate observation.
plishments to fill that gap in her resume
of
Harriet
Miers
was
announced,
a
colThis supposed "mandate," however,

Privilege, and what's left in her favor?
The President's assumption that the
American public still trust him unequivocally, that they will believe that the
Commander In Chief acts decisively and
always has their best interest at heart.
Unfortunately, he is in for a rude
awakening. This nomination may be
enough to effectively destroy what little
support he had left.
Even Rush
Limbaugh, the Tightest of the right wing,
has
mercilessly
lambasted
the
President's decision. What next? Will
Ann Coulter speculate on Fox News that
maybe the Democrats aren't that bad
after all? I wouldn't be surprised.

PAGE 4
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Arts on Campus Thriving inEvery Corner and Genre i TrinityMust Rethink Priorities: Academics Before Sports
continued from page 2
not to hate on hip-hop, and I'd tell him to
report the news, not his views. I'd tell him
that the events of an emotionally driven
evening, which resulted in an outburst of
anger towards the unpredictable forces of
Mother Nature and towards our Fearless

And that's just music. On campus, there
are painters, sculptures, writers, actors
and actresses, and others. There is a great
literary society on campus, which is completely accepting of most forms of art. I
once saw a member at Cleo drop paint out
a window onto the canvas twenty feet

There is nothing wrong with Trinity's artistic community - ifs as wonderful and vibrant as ever.
Leader, may have been a hassle for a few
people, but was not cause enough to
declare that "thugs" in altered states of
reality are what's wrong with Trinity's
artistic community.
Especially when the truth is that there
is nothing wrong with Trinity's artistic
community - it's as wonderful and vibrant
as ever. On campus there are bands, hiphop MCs and DJs, and many a capella
groups. You want to talk about voices
coming together so that every ear nearby
is happy? Try listening to "The Penis
Song" by the Accidentals, or the Jazz
Ensemble playing "Such Sweet Thunder,"
if you aren't into the whole vocal thing.

below. I'm not entirely sure it should be
classified as art, but it was fun to make,
and looks good on the wall.
There is more to Trinity than meets the
eye. One must dig deeper sometimes to
find his or her niche, but it's there for
everyone: the artist, the athlete, the learner, the future politician, and even the
future alcoholic. It's not up to us what
people do, but it is up to us what we say. I
hope that I never have to see such disgraceful words published in my college's
newspaper.
Sincerely,
Isaac Kiener '07

Stereotyping Language Only Furthers Campus Tensions
To the Editor:
If you picked up the Oct. 4 print of
the Tripod, you have heard about me. My
name wasn't mentioned directly, but I
guess I should be honored that in someone's mind I should be important enough
that the Trinity community should know
about my moves. I guess, in manner of
speaking, I have been crowned Trinity
College's first official thug for wearing a
F_uck B_sh t-shirt in graffiti-tag style.
Oh yeah, and don't forget.i;m from the
ghetto and have a drug-driven, gang-land
lifestyle.
Sounds funny, yes. When I think
about it, it makes me laugh. Now, should
I be satisfied that I met with the person

ed of a crime so I'm certainly not a criminal, and I bet anyone who supposedly
comes from the ghetto here at Trinity
College doesn't fit that description either.
Aggressive? Maybe. I feel like to make it
in this world, you have to be. Also, as
males, we are praised for our aggressive
nature in sports and in the work place.
Am I violent? Yes, when need be, when
my rights, life, or family are threatened.
Bush is violent going into somebody
else's country and bombing people to
death who have families, friends, and
lives which don't involve bothering anyone else. If anyone is a true thug, it is the
U.S. president himself; if you didn't
notice, that was a double standard. Bush

To the Editor:
For years now, we've gotten the grim
news about Trinity being ranked at or near the
bottom academically among NESCAC colleges by US. World and News Report. Sadly,
many of us have become inured to this
assessent by now. Others say such rankings are
superficial because they employ soft or
unquantifiable metrics like library resources or
student satisfaction. But it seems that looking
at some solid stats like median SATs, percentage of students graduating in the top 10 percent of their class or the fact that Trinity isn't
even ranked among the top 100 colleges for
lowest rate of accepted students, Trinity's peer
academic standing is sorely in need of renovation. No college should shape its policies
exclusively to the passing whims of popular
studies, but when those studies provide valuable insight, some solid metrics and a sense of
its standing in present day academia, then
those studies do, indeed, serve as a valid tool
for self-evaluation. To this end, I find it disquieting that in the face of this grim news and our
academic reputation within NESCAC languishing, Trinity persists in emphasizing the
development of the NESCAC's top ranked
football program.
Now, believe it or not, I am a football fan,
but my love of Trinity and what I feel it has the
potential to be academically far outpaces the
fleeting satisfaction I derive from lopsided victories acheived on the gridiron. As a collective
community, we need to ask President Jones if
Trinity might be better served by building its
academic reputation first and foremost. Then,
after that has been achieved, we can work on
other, lesser priorities like a winning football
team. Presently, however, we have the cart
before the horse: a great NESCAC football
reputation but a not-so-great NESCAC aca-

demic reputation.
We can do better, but we need to focus on
academics first as they do at Williams.
Stronger academic standards and more stringent admissions standards would translate to a
better Trinity education which, in turn, would
better serve us as alumni in the real world
competing in a fiercely competitive job market. Lastly, our collective self-esteem also
would be augmented by Trinity's enhanced
academic reputation, and we wouldn't fear
annual comparisons among our NESCAC
peers. I feel we need to get our priorites
straightened out and realize that the real world
will soon be upon you present students,
whether it be in the job market or when you
apply to grad schools. Employers and grad
school admissions committees won't care how
many games our football team won last year,
but they will be intensely interested in the academic reputation of our fair school. As the
availability of jobs in the U.S. shrinks, you will
increasingly be running up against grads from
Williams, Bowdoin and Middlebury who will
have an edge over us based on the strength of
their schools' academic reputations. Trinity
can be great if it sets its sights towards that end.
As surely as Coach Chuck Priore has
directed his recent teams toward NESCAC
pigskin primacy, President Jones can lead his
team toward the academic acme... if only he'll
show the conviction to set priorities and make
difficult, principled decisions. I wish him and
all of us in the Trinity community the best in
acheiving the reputation for academic excellence among its NESCAC peers, which is well
within Trinity's grasp.
Sincerely,
Robert Ericson
Parent, fan and friend

AlonGfthe -Long Walk...

Ghetto is defined in the dictionary as any segregated
mode of living or working that results from the bias of
stereotyping.
who decided to write an article on me and
my fellow rap artist? At the end of a very
peaceful conversation, he decided that
my cousin, good friend and I were all
exceptions to the rale that would label us
as ghetto and unintelligent black males.
No way! I will not lay down the one time
my community looks to me to be the
example.
For those who don't know me, the
description might suit a boy raised in
middle of Spanish Harlem perfectly in
your mind, but allow me to reintroduce
myself. My name is Germaine Greene.
For those who lived in Jones last year
(lets go '08!), I was the guy who knocked
on your door the first two weeks of
school and introduced myself. I was the
guy who always greeted you with a handshake, or, for the ladies, the warmest hug
anyone on this campus will ever give
you.
From day one of stepping on the
Trinity College campus, I have opened
my heart and mind to the community trying to get involved in new things and
have new experiences. Now, am I in a
gang? No, but l a m i n a hip-hop group
that goes by the name M.T.A., which
stands for Most Talked About.
Now, dare to stay with me while I
educate you for a moment about a true
thug and the ghetto. A thug is defined as
an aggressive and violent young criminal
or a cutthroat. I have never been convict-

has never been convicted of the crime,
but he is a murderer. I know nobody has
ever died on my command, nor have I
ever pulled the trigger of a gun.
So, who is the real thug? You want
know who is a thug, though, just pick up
the Oct. 4 print of the Tripod and read the
article in the Opinions section written on
the Hurricane Katrina benefit concert.
The writer of that article is a thug. He
wrote an article using offensive language
to try and bully the wrong people, only to
come to the conclusions that we are just
as intelligent as he and can most certainly match wits.
What was truly offensive about this
article was the language used. Ghetto what does that word mean to you? Ghetto
is defined in the dictionary as any segregated mode of living or working that
results from the bias of stereotyping. I
guess you can refer to Spanish Harlem as
the ghetto, which means not only do I
have to fight racial stereotypes as a black
man, but I also have to fight stereotypes
of the place I come from. So hearing such
wbrds as "ghetto" and thug thrown
around so loosely is insulting. So take a
lesson from the writer of the article in
question: it isn't really effective to fight
fire with fire. So here is my water to
extinguish his flames.
Sincerely,
Germaine Greene '08

'IT WAS AWFUL!!!!"
-Joshua xvoooins oo

I am so happy now that it s
sunny.
-- Alyssa Camaradella 08
I t gets old alter practicing football lor two hours in the mud.
— Chandler Barnard '08

1 was getting- tired of hanging up
my muddy pants everyday.
— Andrew Pedro '08

Alter nine days of straight rain,
its goooorgeous now!
-- .Dan Coleman 07
Compiled by Adrienne Gaffney
Photos by Jenny Phelps
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Campus Rallies, But Reaching Across the
Is it Even Heard?
Language Barrier
JOSEPH TARZI

and the student body can rest easy
because if all the bigots are essentially in
Unless you've been living under a hiding there is nothing to complain or get
rock (or a signature Trinity granite bench)
upset about. And the faculty can rest easy
for the past couple of weeks, you have
because ... well, because they rock (my
undoubtedly heard the outcry over intolGPA just shot up). But the cancer that is
erance on campus. The catalyst for this
intolerance has not been cured; it's simoutcry was, of course, Senior Christopher ply in remission, and the moment it gets
Moore's piece "Prove Me Wrong," in
another chance on this campus it's going
which Moore described his outrage at
to rear its ugly head again.
hearing homosexual comments being
Now, let me be clear: nowhere am I
made by Trinity students towards the
saying that it was useless for Moore to
Wesleyan University soccer team (among
point out this problem or for the campus
other things).
to rally against it. I'm simply pondering
Subsequently, there were responses
whether our efforts are entirely effective
on several fronts. The administration
on a college campus, and I'm asking if
under President Jones responded with an
are you pondering what I'm pondering
e-mail on Sept. 23 denouncing the preju(and the first person to e-mail me and tell
dice. Jones stated, "I am confident that all
me what cartoon I just referenced wins a
of us on this campus know better than to
shiny new quarter). I am known for my
engage in or tolerate bigotry." The stu- cynicism, and it shows through in my
dent body, under the direction of groups
opinion that once people reach our age
such as EROS and VOID, organized a
and above, it is extremely difficult for
rally on Oct. 1 in response to Moore's let- them to change things in themselves such
ter, where, according to the Tripod, the
as intolerance, which is ingrained into
speakers included "President Jimmy
their character.
Jones, Dean of Students Frederick Alford,
I like to use my grandmother as an
representatives from Feminists United, example when I discuss this. My grandand organizers of the rally Benjamin
mother lived in an era when seatbelts
Miller '08 and Moore '06." In addition, were optional. Over the years the rules
other private debates about the incidents
have changed but my grandmother hasn't;
have raged since Moore distributed his
she still refuses to wear a seatbelt. Of
piece. Just goes to show you what one litcourse, as soon as she spots a cop she
tle article can do.
pulls the belt across her, but she never
The big question on many people's buckles it. This analogy fits intolerant
people as well. They can be trained to
minds right now is: has anything really
pull the belt across their shoulders when
been accomplished? Have we as a camwe tell them it is appropriate, but they
pus succeeded in dealing a blow against
will rarely ever buckle it.
bigotry and prejudice on campus and
Another way to look at this (assuming
among the student body? I myself am of
the opinion that there is no real way to you are a tolerant person) is to try to be
intolerant, making the opposite change
tell. Don't get me wrong; I severely
we are asking intolerant people to make.
doubt we will see any instances of racial
Undoubtedly you will be able to say the
or sexual slurs at sports events in the near
future. But not due to the fact - as the ide- words, but you probably won't be able to
feel the emotions that are associated with
alists would like to believe (although few
discrimination if you are a tolerant perreally do) - that the bigots on campus
son.
have suddenly had an epiphany and realSo, if we are content with simply
ized they were wrong. Quite the oppotraining people to be tolerant when other
site: you will not hear any slurs in public
people are watching, we are doing a good
because the bigots on campus now know
job. If we really want to convert people
they are being watched.
from the dark side, however, we have to
So does this mean we have accomdo something more than simply preach to
plished our goal? The administration can
the choir. What is that something? you
rest easy because they know Trinity's
image will not take another beating in the ask. I don't know, and I'll let someone
near future (at least not for this reason), else write that article; I'm too lazy.
OPINIONS WRITER

Llamdndoles A Call to Arms
C H R I S MOORE
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR
Quiero que estc sirva cnmo un:i IIa'ii:ida a la gents liispana de nuesda cosnumdad
paraconfribuirinasal Tripod. Necvsitamos
su voz. Un gran cuareniu por cieuto dc la
poblacidn dc Hartford es hi&pana. pcru no
me recuerdo hatrer visto ru un aitfculu en cl
Tripod que discutio tcnus do csu miijoria.
Como quizas saben, en In.-, ultimas scmana-.
han pnsado varios casoi, Uc utaqucs lai ffci
cos como verbales hechos pox uuestros propios estudiantes y hacia coropaneros suyos
por ser simpJemente "cHstfntPs " Algunos
Io Raman Lnoi.iiV'11, vcro prei'icm HO UMI
la paJabj.i, f>"i ijur paia m> implies <.\uc
ellos ignor.in jljji.. NO ijuiurar.. MHO i|iusimplemcuto nuiicsi tuvieron quo \ I M I con
los temas lelcv.mtct. Asi dopendr en lo*»
demas dc lii comuindrid parj lubliirle >
ensenark'. NeccMLmnn* »ir de

Editor's Note: TTie English translation of
Moore's article appears below.
Jliu article is i> tall w arms of sorts fr.r
the Hispanic community in flartford ulheit a
different sort oj arms. We need n> heo} nvirc
from fhc Hispanic population in th's tomni'inity, especially thiough this vav publication,
the Tnpod. f'oi tt percent of Hartford's population i\ flivpanie, uiul\a I don't icall reailiVitf evn oiu arttck1 HI the Tripod udlrt.ww;
issues oj the Ilkpumcpopulation hete.
As you may know, in the past few weeks,
we here at Trinity Ixave been witness to both
verbal and physical attacks on fellow studentsIxruuse, when we break it all down, they were
rut "different." Some call these acts ignorant, though I caution the use of such a word,
as for me it implies that these students were
ignoring something, when 1 believe tltey simpl\ haven 'J been exposed to anything "different." Thus itfalls on the rest of:the cominurd-

We need to hear from you who sells pizza, across the
street from campus and who sees the college from a different angle than we do.
quienes siguen con dos rrahajos pair, sobiety td pkk up our Jt-ltim hirufwn and .w.'-./.s
vivir, Mecv'itamus ofr de Ustedes. ciuiene* nnd teach them We iwcd t--> hear 1i\>m I'IC
;vehdeSjrizza at lado del campus * que \en ewtne <.ommun;lvoj which T'init\
i*aptnttas.
aunTrlwU quizas iliMintn a In qiw WITKVI
to flip the ci'tn. thai \avie community it aho
nosotros. E-Isui ^ApoMaon ha sidi> y si»tic an essential ptiit <>t Ti imtw We need to hear
siendn un iv.odo hicn i:tci<iw> dt
ft I'm you who works t J b j
contra usios JK'IJUU.LOV. La genie dol Ti ipod
by. We need to hear from you

Estoy <ie> aetfertfo con esto, pero para efo, "Exposure has been and continues to be an
nosotros hay que escucbar a (pero primero, effective measure against such prejudices as
bfr de) la comunidad Hispana dentro de la we've witnessed in tliepast weeks.
comunidad de Hartford, decir, nuestra
' The Tripod fr fimction, as their office,
cumunklad. La mayoria de los estudiantes states, "is to reach students.fctadty, anil altmiaca co Trinity son blancos. Ha mitad de la m." / agree with tfiat, and thus I 'in calling to
poblacidn paga la cuota de wistrfcula (mas the people of this community to reach out to.
que 40,000 d&lares al afto) ellos misrnas, that said target group. The majority of the studecir, sin beca. La mitad dt los estudiantes dent body here is white. Nearly half the stuson horatwi}-, Nece'sit&mos, exponfit a esa dent bod}'paysfull tuition (mpi'e than $40,000.
genie los t e m a i ^ g V f ^ S ^ o c ^ s i s i n o y peryear). Half our population is.male. We
sexismo-'para:^|
need exposure to issues of racism, class'ism,
cambio. Lasemanapasada,aii;amigQpaia" , ami sexism to break down these barriers to
me dhigi6 hacia las pakbras d$Eiriflp23&ay change. AJiwndldstwe^kledme to thewords.
quien dijo una vez, "Mi deber es hablarj'na oftfnil^Zola, who once said, "My duty is to
tengo ganas de serc<5rtfplice." Hablwcoit • •:'spedki'I Itave no wish to bean accomplice.'"
tiosotros;, Necesitamos su voz.
Speak torn. We need your voice.

Christians Must Recognize Public/Private Lines
continued from page 3
not always been spearheaded by Biblethumpers. Back in the clay, conservative
politics meant small government, laissezfaire economics, and private - not public,
or governmentally mandated - responsibility. It still means this - except for that last
thing, of course. These days, the conservative movement attempts to regulate private
morals from the top down. It's an unfortunate departure from the classically libertarian government born of Enlightenment
philosophy, revolving around private property and individual freedom. Today's conservatives have kept their principle of economic freedom, but with their endorsement of the Patriot Act and their railing
against gay marriage, conservatives have
clamped down on the civil liberties that
were so central at our country's founding.
I've found a trend that students, myself
included, who have grown up in evangelical Christian households tend to swing libertarian. There's a simple reason for this:

it's because Christianity places so much
emphasis on personal responsibility and
individual decision-making. It's a philosophy that stresses the sanctity of private
conscience instead of externally mandated
morality. In Christian doctrine, this is the
difference between living under the era of

commission" before his apotheosis in
Matthew 28:18-20 is to "Go ye therefore,
and make disciples of all the nations ...
teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I commanded you: and lo, I am
with you always, even unto the end of the
world." A very good friend of mine recent-

When Jesus said, "Render to Caesar what is Caesar's
and to God what is God's," he... was drawing a distinction between the public and the private.
the Mosaic law and the era ushered in by
Christ's self-sacrifice: Christians are not
living "under the law, but under grace"
(John 1:17). In society, this translates into
a kind of politics that urges a morality dictated by a fixed inner compass, not
imposed legislation.
Jesus did not call his disciples to legislate through the Word, but to turn private
consciences towards a privately held system of morality. After all, God's "great

ly pointed out that God specifically asked
Christians to make disciples out of men,
not converts. This means living the
Christian life in a way that allows others to
see the joy that it brings. And what does it
mean that Jesus is "with you always?" It
means, in the Christian doctrine, that he
leaves a piece of himself behind, in the
form of the Holy Spirit.
When Jesus said in Mark 12:17 to
"render to Caesar the things that are

Caesar's, and to God the things that are
God's," he wasn't just talking about taxes;
he was drawing a distinction between the
public and the private. Let the government
operate according to its own rules.
Government is a man-made institution,
and Christians should know better than
anybody that anything man-made is ultimately fallible. "Put not your trust in
princes, nor in the son of man, in whom
there is no help" (Psalm 146:2-4). In this
verse, the "son of man" means humankind.
Christians are to live their lives in alignment with moral convictions coming from
within, regardless of the world's political
situation.
Christians cannot try to outlaw everything that is considered immoral and
"unChristian" in society. It's up to today's
Christians to preach the real Gospel of private conscience. Until Christians can successfully draw the public/private divide,
their idea of America is summed up by one
word: theocracy.
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Recent Alumni Hold Students Promote Make-A-Wish
Strong in Job Market
SAN-EOU LAN
NEWS WRITER

The majority of recent graduates, from 1998 to 2005, are
leaving Trinity to find instant
employment according to recent
statistics from the Office of
Institutional
Research and
Planning (IRP) and the Alumni
office.

alumni work in other fields, and
four percent find an occupation
as either a writer, an artist, an
entertainer, or an athlete. Ten
percent are in other business and
13 percent are in helping professions.
Around 22 percent of alumni
attend graduate school in the fall
after graduation and enroll in a

"One of me reasons I was hired was because
my boss knew [Trinity] was a great school."
-Rebecca Bell'05
From the past five years,
approximately 73 percent of
alumni were employed in various fields of work. Eighteen percent of alumni have found an
occupation as a manager or an
administrator, 15 percent are
working as an educator, eight
percent have found work as a
scientist, 10 percent are finding
work as a lawyer or judge, four
percent of alumni are physicians,
three percent are either engineers or • -aTChitectsy -15, percent

variety of programs. Thirty-four
percent of alumni choose to
achieve a Masters degree,
excluding MB As. Eighteen percent attend business programs,
11 percent enroll in a law program, nine percent are reaching
for a doctorate, nine percent opt
for medical school, and a small
four percent choose to aim for a
second bachelor's degree
A small five percent of these

EVAN MORRIS
SENIOR EDITOR
Mather Hall played host to an
ice cream social planned and carried out by the Trinity chapter of
the Make-A-Wish Foundation on
Wednesday. Organized as a
fundraiser, the social invited students to purchase ice cream with
the ultimate goal of sending a terminally ill child to Walt Disney
World. The event marked the pinnacle of a week of fundraising on
the part of the campus chapter,
whose membership includes
Hannah Charry '08, Leighann
Kinter '08, Sarah Knox '08 and
JennWise'08.
The
Make-A-Wish
Foundation, the largest wishgranting organization in the
world, was founded in 1980.
Their mission statement reads:
"We grant the wishes of children

with life-threatening medical
conditions to enrich the human
experience with hope, strength,
and joy." Any child under the age
of 18 with a life-threatening disease is eligible to have his wish

involved, and after research, she
realized Trinity was one of the
only colleges in Connecticut
without a Make-A-Wish chapter," Knox explained, "So she
really jumpstarted the idea, and it

"... [Charry] realized Trinity was one of
the only colleges... without a chapter."
- Sarah Knoxb8
granted by the Foundation. All
wish referrals received by the
Foundation are kept confidential.
The Make-A-Wish themed
quad first conceived the idea of a
Trinity chapter through the experience of Charry, who immersed
herself in the program during her
high school years. "She was really inspired by the program and all
it offered to the children

grew from there."
The ice cream social was part
of what the chapter calls "MakeA-Wish" week, which began
with tabling efforts in Mather.
The members sold paper stars for
a dollar each outside of the dining hall and students wrote their
names on them before they were
see FUNDS on page 9

SGA Minutes - Oct. 17
I. Approval of the minutes
II. Approval of the Agenda
a. Motion to move the
MSA into New.Business;
b. Motion to move Old
Business hefore
Committee
Reports and Vice President
Reports
c. Motion to move New
Business below Old Business
attei flie preceding move.
d. Agenda Approved
III OJd Business
a VOID Resolution
1. Resolution withdrawn
b
Loiter i^gariling
where the. SGA stands mi recent
conduct issues.
1. Motion lo move the
letter to the Student Life committee with the stipulation that it
appeal hefoie the SOA in one
week tor approval; motion
approved
IV. New Business
a. Textbook lesolulions1
i. Resolution
regaiding the support b> the SGA
for the loweimg of u-xtbook
h. Dei-lion nf F.i
Allyirs convrJlt
n. Ai_iK

.' li\<iii Norris, Kailieimi.*
West, and I'J Walters decied
h
. Ai Situations
1 Joidjn Fisher. hathfriiK*
Wesu-ihoLd elected
c\ Colkpi: Affair1. AbbL\ Icie. Jon. l.amon
circled
d.Curriculum

L. Torben Melchi'or, Zach
Contreras-Gould and Whitney
Hart elected
e. ITEC
i. Danny Simon, Brendan
McGowan elected
f.. Financial Affairs
Committee.
i. Elliot and Tim elected to the
Financial •\ffaiis Coiuiiiitlee
V. Ounitiirltv Reports
J. \ndieV.s Report
1 Biought forth the \ O I I )
resolution
h Krtfidnu'.s Repoil
1. Discussion of the
safotv iurve\
ii Discussion oi the.
houiiug integration
e. Kv an's Report
i. Discussion of library
hours
d Shon's Report
i. Possible upcoming
wine and cheese iecruitine.nl
VI Vice President Reports
a Carmen's report
i. MSA submitted it's
Constitution to MAC last spinis
ami would like to move toiwmd
m heioinnii! au SGA approved
b. Rob's Rcpoil
I. liudget CVmnrilleu met last
night and jlUhMtcd money to nine
r>i£;tiii/atioiis including Li No*
L.ttina iind \ASA tor auaual paities1
II. [IILML- i1- still niiincy lt*tt it>
rho SAl' luiiil fin tin: semeM^r,
oii>nni/atjoi^ should submit then
requests on a first cume fust sene
basis.

Chuck Pratt

Student volunteers serve ice cream at the social last Wednesday to benefit Make-A-Wish.

Cannons Still WaitingforRepair
CARRIE CARPENTER
NEWS WRITER
The main quad's two historic
war cannons missing since last
semester are awaiting funding for
necessary restoration, according to
officials familiar with the situation.
'The cannons are not in hiding," said President Jimmy Jones,
"They have merely been put away
until we have the money to restore

them," Jones declined to say
where they are but other sources
confirmed they are being housed at
Buildings and Grounds. The years
have taken their toll on the historical artifacts, which point towards
Broad Street and overlook the athletic fields. Wind, rain, sun, snow
and time have all caused cumulative damage.
"The [wooden] bases were
starting to disintegrate [and] we

had to remove them for safety reasons," said Director of Facilities
Sally Katz. The restoration project
is being headed by Jill Slusarski
and Mike Roraback of Buildings
and Grounds, but neither was
available for comment about how
much the project will cost or what
the timeline will be. However,
sources indicate the project will
commence as soon as funds are
available. Members of the Trinity
community will do the restoration
work, which is a detailed and oldfashioned process. "We have that
much talent," commented Katz.
The cannons need extremely thick
concrete bases on which to rest
when they are returned.
Katz

was optimistic the

restoration process would begin
soon, hopefully no later than next
fall, but President Jones seems to
be anticipating a longer wait.
"Working with budget cuts has
www.trincoll.edu

There's a vacant spot where this cannon used to be.

been difficult; there are tough decid e HISTORICAL on page 9
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Alumni Continue to Grad
School, Volunteer Work
continued from page 6
alumni participated in other activities,
such as voluntary organizations or taking
time off. Rebecca Bell '05 is now "working at University of Chicago doing animal
research in cancer treatments." Maggie
Downing '05 is participating in
AmeriCorps. "I'm planning to attend
graduate school sometime in the future,"
said Downing.
The success of these alumni improves
Trinity's image and funding. In addition
to increasing alumni donations due to
their success, the accomplishments of
these recent graduates help build Trinity's
reputation with both graduate schools and
employers. "One of the reasons I was
hired was because my boss had heard of
Trinity and knew that it was a great
school," said Bell, showing that an education at Trinity does merit some respect
among employers.
Many of the Trinity alumni hold nothing but fondness for their days at Trinity
College. "Now looking back and the fact
I worked on a college campus, I really

believed that Trinity was a right fit for
me, and because of the size of the school,
I had hands-on experiences in most of my
classes," said Emily Malbon '05, showing
that these alumni made the right choice. A
majority of alumni polled their experiences to be worth the financial investment. A survey showed that 80 percent of
alumni contribute their career activities to
coursework outside their major, where as
90 percent of alumni contribute it to
coursework in their major. Study abroad
opportunities and internships contributed
around 30 percent each.
Outside the academics, on-campus
employment helped contribute a significant 40 percent to career activities.
Alumni polled a significant 35 percent for
community service as a major contributor
to career activities. Trinity alumni also
vouch that the education helped them
with skills such as written and oral communication, analytical skills, and selfunderstanding. "I think that Trinity helped
me develop many skills that are helping
me right now," said Downing.

1998-2005 Alumni in Occupational Fields
Source: IRP and the
Alumni Office

Helping
Professions
13%

Managers /
Administrators
18%
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New Weekend Guide for
Students Debuts
The Office of Campus Life began publishing a subscriptionbased newsletter last week that gives students major campus
events, events sponsored by the Office of Campus Life, Theme
Housing programs, and athletic and movie schedules all in one
comprehensive spot.
"The campus is filled with a variety of advertising methods,
but none so far bring everything together in an easy to read and
user-friendly format ~ the newsletter is our first step towards
achieving this objective," said Assistant Director for Residential
Community David Andres. "The next phase will involve developing an interactive website which will bring even more content
together in one place."
To sign up, students can add the screenname TrinEvents to
their AIM buddy list and click the link in the profile.
The Office of Campus Life will also soon announce a contest
to rename the newsletter's current title, "The Weekend
Spotlight."

Trincoll.edu Introduces New
Multimedia Feature
The Web site's main page was updated yesterday to feature a
new, multifaceted multimedia application. Visitors to the site
can now navigate between four sections (liberal arts, living and
learning, global connections and urban engagement) to hear and
see students and faculty discuss their personal involvement in
organizations and programs at Trinity.
Last month, the College won the CampusTours September
2005 Four Star Tour Award for its interactive virtual campus tour
rt
feMufe, which us6^%'similar mix of animation and audio to
engage visitors.

Prof. Nadel-Klein Appointed to
Hartford Garden Board
Other Fields
15%

Writers/Artists /
Entertainers/Athletes
4%

Physicians 4 %
Engineers/Architects 3%

Campus Safety

of
the
Clemens
Residence Hall.
Officers discovered
that a female student
blow drying her hair had
activated the alarm.

Professor of Anthropology Jane Nadel-Klein has been
appointed to the board of trustees of the Hartford Botanical
Garden.
Though currently in the development stage, work on the 18.5acre Hartford Botanical Garden site — located in the westernmost portion of Hartford's Colt Park — is slated to begin in
2006. Nadel-Klein notes that the project will include the rehabilitation of several significant buildings on the site, and will
entertain and educate Greater Hartford residents while helping
to re-establish Hartford's rich and horticultural legacy.
Nadel-Klein sees the Garden as a perfect fit for the city. "As
a teacher, I look forward to programs in urban ecology, sustainability, conservation, and, of course, ornamental horticulture."

long walk had been vandalized.
B & G staff were able to
effect immediate repairs.

A female student reported
that at 8:30 p.m., while running
on the Jesse Field running track,
The following incidents
five
neighborhood
youths
Officers
responded
to
a
occurred between Oct. 11 and
approximately
17
or
18
years
old
report
of
two
female
students
Oct. 16:
trapped in the elevator in the began running on the track along
side of her. One of the youths
Goodwin/Woodward residence
October 15
asked the student if she wanted
Hall.
to exercise with them.
Officers were able to free the
Officers responded to the
The student avoided this
second floor of the Anadama two students without any assisconfrontation
by running in the
residence hall in response to a tance.
opposite
direction.
smoke alarm.
One of the youths then
October 16
A student cooking breakfast
attempted
to grab her arm, and
in her room activated the alarm.
An officer assigned to the she immediately left the area
and ran back to her room, where
Officers responded to a main quad area discovered that
she; reported the incident to
the
construction'
fence
along
the
smoke alarm on the second floor

Campus Safety.
The area was immediately
checked by Campus Safety
Officers, but no suspects were
found.
A female student was transported to the Hartford Hospital
ER for treatment of a scalp
injury sustained when she struck
her head after dropping her cell
phone.
The student was treated and
released.

several members of the group,
Officers found that the large
group of non-students had been
invited into the dorm by a resident.

Campus safety
Officers
responded to the Sixth floor of
the High Rise Residence Hall at
7 a.m. in response to a complaint
by the B & G staff of a severe
case of vandalism.
Officers found that the light
fixtures had been pulled down
and destroyed, the fire alarm
pull station had been tampered
Campus Safety
officers
responded to a complaint of a with, and dozens of beer and
liquor bottles had been smashed
large group of suspicious males
on the floor.
inside the Little Residence Hall
at 3 a.m.
The Dean of Students office-;
. After temporarily detaining in conjunction with Campus
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Paris to Be Unique Experience Contract Addresses
Social Situations

continued from page 1
the other programs in Paris but a
better support system." Katz
expressed surprise that many of
these students have already taken
a few years of French in college,
as the original thought for the program was to be an introduction for
many students to the French language. "This is a great way to
reinvigorate French in students
that have been lost to other
majors; I am very excited for all
these possibilities," she enthusiastically explained.
Katz said the site could help
pave the way to an interdisciplinary French Studies major, something Trinity does not currently
offer. This would be an effective
way to integrate the study abroad
experience with campus life in
Hartford, rather than having students forget about what they
learned while abroad.
For the spring semester, five
classes will be offered directly
through Trinity's program: a core
course on Modern Europe and
France with a focus on the
European Union, a French language course, a French culture
course, and two art history courses, one specific to architecture and
the other a seminar that will
change each semester according
to the multitude of art exhibits in
Paris. In January, the art seminar
will focus on Jean Ingres and

French romantic art. The numbers
of classes will undoubtedly
increase as the program develops,
especially since the administration just voted to allow faculty to
teach abroad. Professor of
Economics and Public Policy
Andrew Gold and Katz are likely
candidates for next fall.
The campus is uniquely and
centrally placed on the Left Bank
in the Saint-Germain des Pies
neighborhood, "the best location
of any American program abroad
in Paris," boasted Gordon. For
existentialist junkies, this location
is right next to the hangout coffee
shop of Jean-Paul Sartre. The site
itself is a collection of suites in the
building of the Centre d'Echanges
Internationaux, a nonprofit organization that has promoted international student exchange for almost
60 years, Gordon continued.
This location also allows students to take advantage of other
educational opportunities. The
Modern Europe class will engage
in excursions to visit relevant people and places that pertain to the
class, such as government officials. Students may also attend
other universities in the area to
explore different classes, like the
American University in Paris for
classes in English, and the
Fondation Nationale des Sciences
Politiques (Science Po) for many
courses in the social sciences in

French. Since French universities
operate on a different calendar
than Trinity, Gordon said students
taking classes at a French institution will listen to the lectures in
French but will have a tutor
appointed by Trinity who will
grade the students.
Two "very qualified" on-site
coordinators will be teachers and
provide direction for students.
Both women are Trinity alumni
and Americans living in Paris.
"They are very sensitive to problems Americans face when living
in Paris and have wonderful connections," explained Katz.
Students will also have multiple opportunities to supplement
their experience in Paris through
internships, which count as course
credit for students with proficiency in the language. Individuals in
higher-level language courses will
have a French student partner to
explore the lifestyle of young
French people and develop a proficiency in the language.
Students will be residents in
apartments provided by Paris
Academic Rentals. Hevi explains
that there is a uniquely French
cafeteria at the Centre d'Echanges
Internationaux, which has discount prices for students. Some
students, however, may opt to
cook for themselves or go out to
eat. There is also an option to live
with French families.

Sarah Whittemore

The new Paris program is located in the St. Germaine de Pres area.

pft.oM TUG KJESCAC
Amhersti Alexander George, professor of philosophy at Amherst College, has launched a
new Website, called AskPhilosophers ( www.askphilosophers.org ), that allows anyone to
ask anything—and get an answer from a thinker trained in philosophy.
George hopes that AskPhilosophers can address a "paradox surrounding philosophy. On the
one hand, eveiyone confronts philosophical issues throughout his or her life. But on the
other, very few have the opportunity to learn about philosophy, a subject that is usually
taught only at the college level." The new site puts "the skills and knowledge of trained
philosophers at the service of the general public" by gathering 33 respected academic
philosophers who constantly scan questions posted on the Website, on topics ranging from
emotion and ethics to language and logic, from politics to religion and science. Currently,
the site examines the nature of truth, the existence of free will and whether time is timeless.
Middlehuty: The Environmental Protection Agency and the Department of Energy have
awarded Middlebury College the 2005 Energy Star CHP Award, which recognizes commercial combined heat and power (CHP) operations that reduce emissions and use at least
five percent less fuel than state-of-the-art separate heat and power generation systems.

continued from page 1
"doing what you think is right."
Of course, in a community like
Trinity's that consists of over
2,000
people, there
will
inevitably be differences in what
behavior individuals define as
being right or proper. The SIC,
however, acts as a guide for the
community to follow, in that it is
"a consensus about how one
should behave inside and outside of the classroom," according to Horowitz.

argued Horowitz. "Students who
disregard the SIC as severely as
those students did should be
ostracized by their peers. That
would be more powerful than
any action taken by the Dean of
Students."
. "I would hope that members
of the Trinity community who
do not demonstrate honor and
integrity at the College would be
chastised by their fellow students and, in this way, wrongs
could be made right," said
Brendan McGowan '06. "We
need to hold each other accountable for our actions, inside and
outside of the classroom, interacting with one another as equal
members of a moral community."

"What I think Trintegriry is
after is seeking to have students
simply be held accountable to
both each other and themselves
by having integrity a value to
which they all aspire to embody
on an everyday basis," said
Colin Levy '06. "But one has to
Thiede expanded on this
make integrity a part of the cul- point further by saying, "We
ture at Trinity before one can
need to hold one another more

"We need to hold one another accountable."
- Sara Thiede '06
expect students to hold one
another accountable."
Indeed, the biggest challenge Trintegrity members have
faced is getting their peers to be
aware of the SIC. The committee has proposed a number of
ideas to accomplish that, includ.jngMgos(ting copies 9f th.ei.SIC.in.
dorms and classrooms, having
students sign the Contract multiple times instead of only once,
and even suggesting that freshmen write essays on what
integrity means to them or participate
in a
mandatory
"Integrity Seminar" during orientation.
"I don't think posting copies
of the Contract in dorms and
classrooms could hurt. I also
don't think it would solve issues
on its own," said Trintegrity
member Sara Thiede '06.
Common examples of SIC
violations include throwing
trash on the ground, cheating on
an exam, using hateful speech,
and assault. Members of
Trintegrity have been searching
for the best ways to counteract
these violations.
When asked what the
group's response would be to the
recent incidents involving hateful speech on campus and during
the Wesieyan soccer game a few
weeks ago, Trintegrity representatives stress that their efforts
are not in response to any particular incident. "As a group we
maintain that this incident
[Wesieyan soccer game] is much
less important than the culture
of rudeness, hostility, and selfish
behavior from which it springs,"
said Winters.
That being said, most of
Trintegrity agreed that the most
effective way to discourage that
type of behavior is to ostracize
the students responsible. "We
abhor those kinds of incidents.
Students should be outraged and
hold their peers accountable,"

accountable. That means if I see
someone doing something that
violates the Contract, I call them
on it. Peer pressure would do a
lot of good in this situation."
In terms of social life at
Trinity, Trintegrity does not
intend to tell students what they
ghppk^and should not do. "We
are not interested in moralizing
endlessly about drinking or the
aforementioned soccer game,
nor do we believe students have
to agree on every controversial
issue that arises on campus or in
the local community," said
Winters. "Our purpose is to promote a thoughtful, respectful
campus culture that will, we
hope, lead to greater academic
and social excellence at Trinity."
Horowitz agreed: "We're not
concerned with people drinking,
but we want people to drink
responsibly. There is a lack of
integrity involved in pouring
beer on someone's head, for
example," he said. "We'd just
like to see people held accountable for their actions."
The
members
of the
Trintegrity Committee maintain
that change can only come from
students making a conscious
decision to put forth a greater
effort to uphold the standards of
the Integrity Contract. "Longterm change, as far as social
norms are concerned, will only
come about if students are willing to take the initiative and
hold themselves to a higher
standard," explained McGowan.
"I believe that if we make this
Integrity Contract an essential
and inescapable part of campus
life, the lynchpin of our collective social interactions, then
Trinity will be recognized ... as
an institution in which personal
integrity matters. Prospective
students will recognize this, and
many young men and women of
conscience will be attracted to
Trinity for that very reason."
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Funds Raised to Help Local Child j Historical Landmark
Removed from Quad

continued from page 6
hung up. Both events were
planned to generate awareness
and excitement for the Make-AWish Foundation on and off campus.
The chapter raised $213.65 at
the social and $360.65 overall.
"We hope to fundraise to make a
Hartford child's wish come true.
We have yet to be assigned a
child, but there is a girl that we
know of and hope to be able to
send to Disney World," Wise
said. The wish will include six
days and seven nights at a personalized Disney village, along
with free airfare and complimentary food.
Charry, Kinter, Knox and

Wise are already looking ahead
to future events. They plan to
hold a winter dance and are sponsoring the American Cancer
Society Relay-for-Life
next
April, the first of its kind at
Trinity. Ideally, the relay would
attract fraternities, sororities,
sports teams, organizations and
clubs to form competitive teams
of eight to 15 people to raise
money towards cancer research.
"During the relay, teams must
have one member walking
around the quad at all times.
We're hoping to rally the entire
campus together for this one
night and great cause," Charry
explained.
The women of Trinity's

Make-a-Wish chapter make it
clear that while the ice cream
social was, in their opinion, a
success, it was only a jumping off
point for a year-long campaign to
raise money to support those with
life-threatening ailments. The
chapter remains optimistic for the
future success of their programs
in large part because of the financial and emotional support they
received last Wednesday.
"I was blown away by the
generosity and support of so
many students and faculty members," Kinter said, "We were also
so lucky to have so many volunteers willing to assist at the ice
cream social. I never expected
such a successful week."

Chuck Pratt

Hannah Charry '08, Sarah Knox '08, and Leighann Kinter '08 work at the toppings table in Mather.

continued from page 6
sions that have to be made. I
couldn't justify spending money
on the cannons at this point. But,
we will come out of this financial
situation," he said.
The cannons' sudden removal
half way through the spring semester carried no official explanation
to students, leading to a mixture of
confusion, curiosity and sheer
indifference. Some students, especially the Class of 2009, whose
members have never had the daily
opportunity to see the cannons, are
not even aware of their absence.
The College acquired the two
cannons in 1950 and are a memorial to the over 100 Trinity students
who served in the Civil War,
according to Peter Knapps' Trinity
College in the Twentieth Century.
"These were cannons from the
U.S.S. Hartford, a steam-powered
naval vessel that was Admiral
David Farragut's flag ship at the
Battle of Mobile Bay in August
1864,"
explains
Associate
Academic Dean and resident
expert on the Civil War Ronald
Spencer. "It was during this battle,
which extended over a period of
three weeks, that Farragut gave the
famous order, 'Damn the torpedoes! Full speed ahead!' as the
Hartford led the Union fleet safely
through a Confederate mine field."
The cannons also have other tradi-

tions that have made them a valuable part of Trinity's history. For
example, Wesley an students used
to make a tradition of sneaking on
campus and painting the cannons
red before the Trinity-Wesleyan
football game.
Many who care about the historic and traditional value of the
cannons would like to see the cannons returned as quickly as possible, such as Spencer. "I would like
to see them restored to public display, either in- their original location or some other suitable place
on campus. They are a part of both
the College's and the city's history
that I would hate to see lost. The
fact that they were intended as a
memorial to those of our Trinity
forebears who served during the
Civil War makes it all the more
important that they be returned to
public view, since memorials are
supposed to be," he stated. Certain
students, too, feel that the cannons
serve an important purpose on
campus and would like to see them
back on the quad again. "I do think
it's important to get these cannons
back in place, especially if Trinity
is as proud of Hartford and its history as I keep hearing and let's face
it, that battle was probably one of
the few things of national significance that's happened to this state
since the Revolution," said Ariel
Isaacson '06.
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JULIET IZON

this so-called "auction." Two days later, my
pants arrived, in perfect library-strut condiHi, my name is Juliet and I have a probtion. I was hooked.
lem. There, I said it. And isn't the first step
They say that our bodies are equipped
to healing admitting your faults? For some
with heroin receptors from birth, therefore
time now I have battled an addiction, one
making the drug instantly addictive from
that I have tried to keep private and under
even the first trial. I would like to argue
control, but without much luck. And even
that the same is true for eBay. It appears
now, as I face my demons, I still have my
that I was born with some sort of inherent
good days and my bad days. I'm writing
receptor site that not only makes me nasty
this article to tell anyone who feels this
at winning auctions, but completely unable
way that you're not alone. There are others
to tear myself away from this Godforsaken
like you. Others ... addicted to eBay. Now website. After I knew I could safely trust
that you've shared a collective gasp, I'd
the friendly eBay staff and sellers, my
like to share my story with you, in the descent into destruction and madness came
hopes that you won't stray down the same
all too rapidly. You know those Primp
treacherous path that I so mistakenly took
capris that J. Simp wore, deliriously splatfor salvation.
tered with bleach and images of an icecream cone? Or how about that Andrea
One day, not unlike today, I was huntBrueckner basketweave tote that not even
ing for a pair of terrycloth sweatpants that
Intermix can keep in stock? My watched
had been discontinued. Not finding them
items and my favorite search list grew
on the online shopping Mecca of shopbop .com or even eluxury.com, I was at a longer by the hour. Who knew that you
could find last season's suede Marc flats
loss. What ever was I to do if I couldn't
with decorative stars for a fraction of the
find the perfect pair of black pants to casuprice after they've flown off the shelves? I
ally lounge around in/profile at the library?
found myself getting less sleep so I could
But just as I finished cursing Google, one
stay up to watch auctions end in Kuala
lone website called me, begged me to click
Lumpur. Feeling generous, I bought some
on it. It was a listing for my perfect pair of
DVDs for my mother. I bid on collectable
black pants, a price that even Target would
spoon bracelets. Why? There's no real
find cheap. Squealing with girlish delight
answer other than it was $1.99 and at 4:37
(one of my all-time favorite hobbies) I
signed up for an eBay account, bid, and a.m. I felt that I had to have it.
waited. And then, quite magically, 1 won
Worst of all, 1 got.my friend addicted
FEATURES EDITOR

Ten
Reasons Why We
Simply Adore Rain
10. Walking to class is acquired an element of danger; you
never know when a river, waterfall, or flood will appear.
9. After losing your shoes in the mud while walking on the
quad, you finally have an excuse to get a new pair.
8. Free car wash.
7. It's way more fun to sail across the quad than walk.
6. Trinity now boasts its very own lake. Word is the
Administration is looking for lifeguards to man the area
around the Bishop.
5. It's acceptable to stay in your PJs all day, watch movies,
not leave your room and subsist on popcorn and the nasty
beer left over from Thursday night's Beirut tourney.
4. A pasty white pallor is the new tan, so the lack of sun is
just expediting your transformation into Nicole Kidman.
3. The rubber mats put down as the "Wrong Walk" in front
of Northam and Seabury can double as slip-and-slide
mats.
2. Mud fights. It's like playing in chocolate pudding.
1. The stinky kid who sits in front of you in Econ finally
got a shower, of sorts.

too. Soon my allergen-wary roommate was
asking the pro and cons of buying hoodies
lined with rabbit fur. This was, I must point
out, after she admitted to being highly
allergic to the creatures. When asked why
she would want to wear something guaranteed to make her break out in hives, she
simply responded that she really, really
wanted one. My God, I thought, I've created a monster! I found myself friendless,
alone, and pretty much broke. My eBay rating, however, remained at 100 percent.
Something had to be done, I realized,
when I nearly shed a tear when the authentic, vintage red Moon Boots I had my eyes
on went for a price nearly triple what I was
willing to pay. I had to cut myself off. But
then my Hard Tail yoga pants ripped and I
absolutely had to buy another pair. The
forces that be, however, must have been
looking out for me. My computer crashed terrifically, might I add - and I was unable
to monitor late-night auctions without
going to the 24 hour computer lab or staying in on the weekends. I might have been
addicted, but what was the point of buying
all my new merch without getting to show
it off?
Like it or not, I had to go cold turkey.
The delirium tremens passed within a few
days and a week later I could even hear
people talking about it without running
over and joining their conversation. I can
now proudly say that I haven'thought any-

of
thing for over two weeks. And damn, that's
a great feeling.
Even as I write this article, I'm cognizant of the long road ahead of me. A fellow addict literally just came by to alert me
to the spectacular Buy-It-Now price of Elsa
Peretti charm bracelets. And although I
may have looked, maybe a little too hard, I
resisted the urge to bid. I take my victories
one small step at a time.
For those of you still out there, stalking
iPod Nanos, collectible glass seals, Juicy
Couture, and Subway coupons, know that
there is a light at the end of a tunnel.
Though we may never buy retail again, one
day, perhaps we will be satisfied with what
we have.
Forget it, there's a Stella bag with my
name on it ending in 20 minutes.

www.ebay.com

I ebay-ed hard to win this bracelet

Bunnies,Boys and Beer. Brie is
Back and Better than Before
brought Bunny home, (called "Jesus" by
those that knew him well), my roommate
FEATURES WRITER
wasn't as pleased as we anticipated. I was
The last Tropical I attended (two years
initially taken aback by her lackluster
ago) I was completely sober and wearing a response. After all, Jesus was there to fill a
plastic hula skirt which bled green dye all fuzzy void in our lives. What wasn't to
over my Kappa Cabana t-shirt and legs. I love about our slightly deformed little critdanced on the wall showing my over-sized
ter and his palatial cage constructed from
knickers to whoever cared to notice and I an unused yaffa block and some construcwas loving life. Things got even better
tion paper?
when the gentleman I had been eyeing
Reacting to his tepid homecoming,
since the year before decided that green
Jesus acted out his rage on my Laura
BRIE SCHWARTZ

Nothing says foreplay like having to watch a girl
soak up her rabbitfs urine with paper towel.
was a good shade for me and didn't mind
cutting the evening a little short. After all,
there's only so much navigating through
drunken sandy masses that one can take
when you've already found your sure thing
for the night.
If memory serves me correctly, we held
hands on the Long Walk and made witty
filler banter all the way across campus.
Things seemed to have been progressing
nicely until I returned to my bedroom door
and found that our bunny had left me little
presents all over the entranceway to my
boudoir and a pool of yellow on my floor
that bore a striking resemblance to the pond
erected in Psi U's backyard.
The bunny was purchased that week as
a consolation prize for one of my quad
mates who had been recently abandoned by
her long-term boyfriend. When my fellow
spunky and supportive quad mate and I

Ashley comforter just days before.
Knowing that my room was chosen among
the four for the object of Bunny's demolition, I shouldn't have been surprised when
I found he had left me a pellet trail on the
night of Tropical.
I tried to ignore it at first until he said,
"aren't you going to do something about
that?" Nothing says foreplay like having to
watch a girl soak up her rabbit's urine with
paper towel. The sweet smells of windex
partially masked the odor and because I am
attracted to the smell of any cleaning solvent, I decided to keep on trucking.
Fortunately, he was also a trooper (or perhaps he just didn't want to waste the
evening).
The awkward beginning should have
been an indication that the fates weren't
see BLAST on page 13
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Around Trinity
Body Surfing

AT is aware that many of us are nostalgic for the
days of summer past, but it seems that some
students are taking the loss of sunshine a little
too hard. Now, we all remember the epic mudpit that was Spring Weekend 2005, but is there
any reason for a sequel? AT thinks not.
Therefore, for the students who were "swimming" on the LSC quad this past weekend, AT is
sorry that we don't have an outdoor pool, but
please refrain from using campus grounds to
practice your freestyle. You'll only get muddy
and nobody is going to make you a lifeguard.
Primetime Beats Out Health, Everytime
To those in charge of the heating and cable systems in Jarvis dormitory: good move. AT has
learned that the powers that be decided to turn
on cable before the heat, deeming Desperate
Housewives more important than, say, maintaining a healthy body temperature. But as every
good Trinity student knows, this is why God
nvented the liquid jacket. Is there anything better than playing drinking games while watching
Sunday night television? AT thinks not.
Guys in Sarongs: So Wrong

a certain island-themed party this weekend, a
3evy of fine gentlemen were seen sporting cos:umes more applicable to the opposite sex. AT is
ill for creative liberties, but not when they
tn\t,cA\{f £,9q-t\ght speedos and the aforementioned sarongs. Not'to mention the too-easy'
emoval of the clothing items. Boys, keep your
pants on. AT doesn't want to see more of you
than absolutely necessary.

FEATURES
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Mpino Gathering Attracts Many
continued from page 1

Castaneda aired a power-point
slideshow that highlighted the
basic historical and cultural
aspects of the Philippines. The
islands, first sighted by Magellan
in 1521, were later colonized by
the Spanish after 1565. In 1898,
the Philippines fell under U.S.
control as a result of the
Spanish-American War. This
Eastern Asian country would not
gain absolute independence until
1946. Even then, political autonomy would not serve to eradicate the social turmoil that continues to plague this third world
country.
With a population of approximately 76 million, the Philippines
are a country of extreme socioeconomic division. "Mike and I
have both been back home recently and going back there made me
realize that my parents made such
a good decision to come here so
that we could have an opportunity for a better life. [In the
Philippines] there are kids who
know English, go to American
schools in Manila (capital city),
and have large staffs working
under them in their households.
But then there are also people
who live in makeshift houses and
don't have access to clean drinking water and not nearly enough,
food to sustain their families.
The Philippines fought so
hard for their independence more
than half a cciilui> ago, but tlie
country still has yet to distribute
the benefits equally among its

Sidra Riaz

Home-cooked Filipino food was a highlight of the evening.
population." Despite the social
discrepancies it showcased,
Borgonos' slideshow finished on
a lighter note, highlighting some
of the more fun facts about the
Philippines such as tourist attractions and celebrities of Filipino
descent (i.e. Rob Schneider from
Deuce Bigalow is actually half
Filipino). Overall, the presentation combined both humor and
history to effectively convey to
the audience a deeper understanding of the culture of this
country.
Having a better sense of
Filipino heritage, the audience
was then asked to examine their
own for traces of Filipino
descent.
Borgonos and Castaneda distributed an informal survey
appropriately bearing the title of
the night that broke down a number of '"typically Filipino" diaiac
ter traits into a variety of subcategories. The audience was then

Wrong Walk Ain't a Cake Walk
AT has a bone to pick with you, Dean Alford.
When you told AT there would bean alternate
route after you closed the Long Walk, AT had
visions of a wooden walkway, or even mini-golf
carts that could transport us to and fro in style.
Instead, AT found glorified car mats glued
together to form some sort of a muddy obstacle
course that was pretty impossible t o conquer
when it promptly flooded about ten minutes
after it was laid down (let alone at two a.m. on
Saturday night in stilettos). Shame on you, AITie,
shame on you.
Not the Time, Nor the Place
It seems that this weekend stirred up many summer desires, not limited t o hardcore m.o.ing in
beer-drenched sand. AT spotted one zealous couple, who, after falling down in a tangle of limbs,
decided to stay just where they were. Although
this proved t o be entertaining for those around
them, AT would advise other like couples to
move to a safer and less gross locale for sexual
escapades. Do you really want that sand in your
bodily orifices?
Practice Safe Plays

This past weekend, the football team decided to
play a game of pickup, albeit late on Saturday
night AT is glad that the team displays so much
enthusiasm that they even want t o practice with
no coach. But next time guys, try to avoid the
plethora of injuries that members of the team
sustained. AT heard there were sprains, pulled
muscles, and large scabs on foreheads as a result.
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Students enjoyed an evening of Filipino food and culture.

asked to respond on a scale of
zero to three points to each observation; three if they could relate
personally to the characteristic,
zero if they could not at all. The
categories covered a variety of
cultural
contexts
from
"Mannerisms" ("you point with
your lips") to "Vocabulary"
("You order a 'McDonald's'
instead of a 'hamburger") to the
undisputed highlight of the night
"Food" ("You put hot dogs in
your spaghetti").
The highlight of the evening
followed its educational aspects
as the audience, upon determining how "Filipino they were,"
was then treated to an incredible
dinner of authentic Filipino cuisine. The variety of delicious
recipes the audience was introduced to took on an even greater
significance as the dinner was
prepared by the members of
A AS A and their families.
"We're really grateful that our
parents came and were able to
help us with the night" Borgonos
said "They cooked all of the food
and took the time to drive it over
here and stayed to help serve at
the event. It meant a lot to have
their support."
By the end of the evening,
Borgonos' response to "How
Filipino Are You?" was one of
pride and optimism. "Last year
was so great. This year was even
better, and next year we hope to
expand even further. For the next
two years we're on this campus
we hope to keep this going to set
a precedent for our existing members and to continue to attract
new ones to AASA."

SPECIALS....
Highlights.............-......ioniy. $65*
Haircut/Blowdry. ..........only $30.
When booked with Eddie or Carol

945 Silas Deane Highway
"Wethersfieid* CT. 06109
C a l l f o r appointment 529*8244
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INCBRIATON COMMUNICATION A Blast from Tropicals
Past: Nothing Changes

KATE BUTLER
FEATURES WRITER
There's something I need to
get off my chest. Over the past
few months, I've developed a
nasty little late-night habit — perhaps more unwise than consuming an entire pizza at three a.m.,
and more dangerous than "exploring" the roof of my building in a
less-than-sober state. This routine
involves a tiny piece of electronic
equipment which I can't seem to
tear myself away from. The awful
truth? I'm a drunk dialer.
It all started harmlessly
enough: a late-night call to an exboyfriend or an old pal, brought
on by some little piece of longforgotten nostalgia. The most random things would set me off, and
I would find myself scrolling anxiously through my phonebook,
shouting "Dave! I need to talk to
Dave right now!"

static-filled messages which were
unintelligible, and likely offensive.
Now, it's gotten so bad that it's
not really even drunk dialing anymore. It's really just stupid dialing
— making calls in broad daylight under the influence of
my own foolishness to
people who don't care
about subjects that
don't matter.
Lately,
though, it's the
texting and IMs that
have gotten particularly out of
control. That's not to say that I
don't regularly make a fool of
myself on these alternate modes
of communication; i.e. accidentally IMing people that don't technically know that I exist or redundantly texting people because I
don't have the balls to talk to them
the old-fashioned way. However,

"... I seem to have reached a new degree
of bizarre desperation in my late-night
messaging..."
But it rarely resulted in consequences greater than blushing and
giggling with my friends at
brunch as I surveyed my dialed
calls list from the night before.
Then, my habit developed into
a situation where at 10:30 p.m., I
would systematically call anyone
whose name or number I could
conjure up, leaving tive-nunute

I seem to have reached a new
degree of bizarre desperation in
my late-night messaging, a quality
which does not flatter my reputation as a stunningly graceful and
appropriate young woman.
The problem with drunk messaging is that barring blatant
typos, it's difficult to tell that the
_guilty party ii, ui inU, intoxicated

So, really, it just looks like you
decided to wake up in the middle
of the night and start messaging
your long-lost best friend about
continued from page 11
^
how you seemed
with me that night. Moments
later, when he discovered that I
to have lost your
wouldn't "go all the way" he
shoe and your dignity.
asked, "so what do you expect me
The only redeeming
/^
quality to this habit of i to do here?" I tried to ignore this
mine is that I think (and i like I did the pee but somehow his
eorrect: m e
next comment was even more
' /)
'f *' m wrong)
abrasive than the acrid scent of
/j'
that I'm just one of many
bunny.
"I mean, why do you
offenders. In fact, the mesbother
hooking
up?"
sages and calls that I receive after
Before
I
could
finish telling
midnight on the weekend give me
him that he could leave, he was
a warm fuzzy feeling, making me
already out the door, probably in
realize that I'm not alone in facing
pursuit of someone else whose
this addiction.
If you, too, find yourself perroom wasn't marred by prudence
petrating a drunk dial, there are
and poop.
measures you can take in damage
Not wanting to continue the
control. There are some phones Tropical curse of ending my night
that have a "lock" feature on cer- with the one person who ever
tain numbers — use this. Or, like really made me feel cheap, I tried
some of my friends, you could
a new approach this year. Instead
make it a habit to lose your phone
of setting my sights on just one, I
on a weekly basis. Also, you
sent feelers out to about six difmight consider "drunk-proofing" ferent people and made tentative
your living space by posting moti- contracts to seek them out when
vational signs about the room with
the
crowds
had
cleared.
sayings like "Step away from the Apparently, said contracts aren't
computer!" and "Run, don't walk, valid when they are made before
away from that phone!"
the grain punch is consumed and
when countless other girls are
Maybe the fruits of my drunk
dialing will do some good. I have making similar plans with the
faith that one day I'll grow out of
same guys. The key, I've found,
the phase. I'll learn to control my
is to be clingy. If you are devoted
drunk dialing and communicate to the pursuit of one person than
rationally. But in the meantime, you must stay on that. My conkeep your eye on your caller ID
stant need to give people space
— you u>ukl be next
doesn't really, fly when you've

given them so much breathing
room that they've forgotten you
exist. There will always be easier
and more inebriated girls out
there and unless you put up a
fight, there's no real chance.
After all, now that Women's
Lib is as fashion forward as
chunky beaded necklaces, guys
aren't doing as much work. Yet,
most of them don't want a girl who
is too aggressive. It was just this
paradox that I was contemplating
when I spent the night spooning
platonically with two female
friends, one of which had a very
"productive" evening but decided
to end it early and the other who
had to evacuate her room which
had been coated in the regurgitated
souvenirs of the tropical juices her
friend had consumed.
There's no better way to sleep
off an overwhelming evening than
in the queen sized bed of a friend
who won't try any funny business
in the morning. I recommend getting one of these. And if you can't
find a large mattress or a mate than
go out and get yourself a bunny.
Looking back I realize that Jesus
wasn't all that bad. He was merely trying to protect me from wasting my time with a person whom
thought I was a winner. That, right
there, is true friendship.
To Jesus, the bunny: may you
RIP and make many furry friends.

Spotlight Event
RAMADAN
DINNER

EARN UP TO $1,100

SPONSORED BY THE MUSLIM
STUDENT'S ASSOCIATION,
HlLLIfL AND INTERFAITH
This pjsi I riday, the Muslim Student's Association, in conjunction with
I Iillel and the Interfaith Council, held a dinner in the Washington Room to celebrate the breaking of the daily fast for Ramadan. Shahzad Ahmed and
Muhammed Umair, President and Vice President, respectively, of the MSA,
had prepared a power point presentation on the role of fasting in different reliyions that would be one of the focal points of the evening. The purpose of the
•-•vening's gathering was not only to come together and break the fast, but also
to educate everyone present.
A huge number of people came to the dinner, including many students from Trinity and Wesleyan. Trying to fit everyone around one table was
difficult, but the room calmed down once the power point presentation began,
\hmed, sitting in the center of us all, explained the differences between
Christian, Islamic, Hindu, and Buddhist fasting. Mahan Mirda, the Muslim
haplain for Wesleyan, involved the students when he was speaking, asking
questions and drawing us in with stories from the Quran. By the end of the
iiscussion, people were buzzing; they had learned as much as I had.
By the end of the presentation, we were all ready to eat. Served by
different members of the MSA, I tried a little bit of everything. From breads
lo meats, I loved the food and ate until my plate was spotless. It was during
this time that I began meeting and speaking with those around me. Two people were practicing writing Arabic symbols on napkins. Others were explaining what the different types of foods were to their friends. All of us, from different cultures and backgrounds, were immersed in conversation, laughing
.ibout anything and everything. It was a great evening with students from various backgrounds coming together to expand their cultural horizons and meet
new people.
- Griha Singla

You may be eligible for participation in a Clinical Research Study at the
New Haven Clinical Research Unit. Volunteers may participate in one
group and must be available on all of the dates required by the group:
•GROUP ONE:

•GROUP TWO;

CHECK IN: November 3

CHECK IN: November I I

CHECK OUT: November 6

CHECK OUT: November 15

__FOLLrjW-UP VISITS:

November 6-fi 13,15

November 15-20, 22

800 254-6398 local 401

CALL TODAY
For this, or other studies.

MEW

You complete the equation.

HAVBN

fCRU
CUNiCM. RESEARCH UNIT
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Parking Rage: A Studenf s Trials

THE TRINITY TRIPOD

aropLerooosse

and Trios with Campus Safety
ASHLEY BELL
NEWS EDITOR
I think we've all come to the general
consensus that parking on this campus has
turned from horrendous to the cause of why
many students choose to transfer. Family
Weekend is probably the most difficult
period of time to find a spot on this campus, and while most of us love walking a
mile and a half in downtown Hartford to
get to campus from the sketchy parking lot
we stumbled upon, it would be nice if there
were alternate plans of action. But the good
news about Family Weekend is that you
aren't in danger of getting your car towed,
which is more than I can say for the students who decided to bring a car to campus
just for the following week so they could
go home for Trinity Days. Unfortunately, I
was one of those people.
It must be that Campus Safety has felt
deprived from their call of duty during

my car got towed from Trinity and that I
was here to pick it up, to which he promptly replied, "You guys never park in the
right spaces!" Which is, clearly, exactly
what I want to hear. Luckily, one of the
friendly members of Friendly intercepted
the conversation and led me into an office
where I shelled out 75 bucks and got my
car back. So far, not a terrible situation considering I didn't get hit up with holding
fees for not being able to pick up my car
until five days after it was towed. Then I
get directions back to campus from Mr.
Friendly, and that's where things get awkward. I found it mildly difficult to keep up
with his 90-mile-an-hour recitation of
directions, and after following the first two
steps, I find myself in a very bad area of
Hartford and completely lost. Being a
smart Trin student, I think calmly, "Oh I'll
just call up Campus Safety, since we're so
tight now, and they'll help me out."

Being a smart Trin student, I think calmly, "Oh 111
just call up Campus Safety, since we're so tight now,
and they'll help me out."

fall
Pamplemousse is concerned with trie increasing health problems
in America and this week would like to focus upon healthy eating. Take your lucky vegetable to coeur and stomach. Try mixing with some whole grains for an improved diet (despite being
made from barley, wheat and other grains, beer does not count.
Unless it's Guinness, which is a meal in and of itself). Eat up,
children, even Popeye liked his spinach, and he got Olive Oyl.

AodJAftJUS
- PEe>RxiAft.y 18
ilaving a CJVeek shipping heir as your bf
may be the new hot thing in jJollyWood but
that is not a good reason to start dating
the foreign exchange student in your economics class. PhysicaL attraction is important but speaking the same Language is
also an additional, benefit
Lucky Vegetable: &russel Sprouts

Leo
- A U G U S T 22

J<s suis desoie. Tomcat's announcing that
they are expecting a LiLTomkitten is clouding my abilities to read the stars and planets. I mean, what WiLL happen if \Cat\e gets
po5t-partum depression? Will Tom make
her exercise and adjust her diet? And
what's With the whole 'siLent birth' thing?
Lucky Vegetable Avocado

Pisces
P e & f t j j A f t - y 13 - M A P - C H 20

Or not. I call up the office and I talk to
a man who gave me the most attitude I've
ever been given in my life, and I worked in
retail this summer (we all know how obsessive those Abercrombie shoppers can get
about their distressed denim with strategically placed paint splotches). It's not like I
was rude from the beginning either. I simply said where; I was apd if; there was ap^-,,
one there that could help me. His response
was, "I don't know where you are. I don't
live in Hartford." Insert a teenage level of
attitude, the kind of attitude given to parents when they're caught breaking curfew,
and you get the full effect. So then I ask if
anyone else is there that could help me and
he made it very clear that he was the only
one there. I decide to get a little 'tudey back
and say, "Well, do you have a map?!" This
propels him to go on a rant about how he
doesn't have time to deal with this and how
he's the only one there and how the phones
are ringing off the hook, etc. Then he says,
"How did you get lost anyway?" And do
not try to pretend that he actually was concerned for my well-being, because he said
it as though getting around Hartford was
the easiest thing in the world. I have a
vague memory of him saying not two minutes earlier that he didn't know Hartford
because he doesn't live here.
When I explained that I was picking up
my car that they had so kindly towed, he
responded with yet another rant about the
phones ringing and not wanting to deal
sat*, mmmm* with this, to which I responded, "Fine, I'll figure it out
myself, just forget it!" This
didn't go over particularly well
either, because then he proS irasi
Monday through Friday 7iim-5pm ' SLS I ' m
ceeded to yell at me to hold on
•Si"
and calm down. To pile insult
dashing from my car to my
upon injury, I found out he lied
seminar still in my pajamas.
to me, because he put me on
And I can even, get over the fact
the phone with another person
that
the
officer
I'm
who presumably was in the
crying/yelling at when I find my
office with him. Not only did
car missing as he's towing
this kind soul know precisely where I was,
numerous other cars had zero sympathy
but was actually nice about helping me out.
and was borderline rude to me.
Go figure.
But legit, my experience at the towing
place put me mildly over the edge. So I get
Next time instead of going through this
my good friends at Campus Safety to give
trouble I'm just going to get out and ask
me a ride over to Friendly Auto Body
one of the nice residents of Hartford where
(there's some irony for you) and I show up
to go. I'm sure they'll be more charming
and am immediately greeted by a man than the person I spoke with, even if they
doing manual labor on a car. I tell him that
do happen to have weapons.

Parents' Weekend, i.e. towing cars from
unmarked parking lots and ticketing them
with a determination that might merit
heavy medication. Come Monday, they are
determined to make up with lost time and
are at it again with gusto. I usually don't
bring a car to campus for the main reason
that I don't want to have to try and find a
parking sptioe agaia wjven.LactnaUy use my
car for the purposes that I bought it for
(driving, not for getting busy in the back
seat a la high school). But for this one
week I had my car dropped off on campus
and I even got one of those temporary parking passes, thinking that nothing bad could
ever happen to my beloved vehicle as long
as I had one of those magical green passes.
Apparently I was wrong.
My car was successfully parked on
campus for two hours before Campus
Safety gathered up all of their friends and
decided to partake in their own sick little
version of a scavenger hunt. In their version, they scour campus and find cars that
possibly did not abide by one of the many
rules that they have come up with to make
parking a living nightmare. And they hit
gold in the CPTV parking lot where they
found, gasp, student cars parked in the random row designated for faculty parking.
Being as on top of things as they are, they
promptly towed all the cars without warning. Happy Monday morning, Trin
campers. But whatever, I can admit when
I'm in the wrong and I don't happen to see
a lone sign that has been beaten
into the ground by cars repeatedly hitting it that says "COLLEGE REGISTERED VEHICLES ONLY Faculty and Sloff Parking

- OCTOBER 18, 2005

MaVerick may have crashed and burned
when he attempted to serenade his LoVe
interest but that shouldn't discourage any
future GLomeos from getting their a capella group together and singing "&uild W\e
Up &uttercup" outside some Lucky girls
Window.
Lucky Vegetable Cucumber

i 2 1 - A P F U L . 19

A U G U S T 23 - S e P T E M & e f t . 22

Uoliday season is coming up and no
respectable college student can enter
this important time of year without the
proper festive socks. E.-mail your mom
right away to alert her that you have Left
your favorite jJalloWeen footwear at home
and they must be sent fedEx tomorrowl
Lucky Vegetable-. Pumpkin

S E P T E M & E R . 23 - O C T O & E R . 22

Just because you don't get out much on It is neVer too Late to turn over a new Leaf.
the Weekends doesn't mean you can't
Normally I would make a reference to the
make your own adventures. Take a page
Lovely changes in autumnal colors but
out of &illy tv|adison's book and pick up a sadLy the rain has Washed aLL the Leaves
nine iron, a buffalo (Live or stuffed, but
aWay. so you're on your own. Just remempreferably stuffed), a pitching Wedge, some ber to include something about change
ice cubes, and go Wild.
being good in your Version.
Lucky Vegetable: Jalapefio Pepper
Lucky Vegetable: Asparagus

TAUftXJS

Scoft-Pio

A P R . I L . 20 - M A y 20

OCTO&Eft. 23 - MoVEM&EA- 21

Mot that you ever need an excuse to get
down and dirty on the dance floor, but
such behavior this Week is particularly
auspicious and just might Land you a guest
spot in Qr\js G[or\e \Vild. Although it may
be difficult to expLain this to your parents.
it could result in a Lucrative film career.
Lucky VegetabL* Zucchini

It is your party and you Will cry if you Want
to. Pop in an ALanis lv]omsette CD (the
old one when she Was depressed and
good) and enjoy a bottle of Ebordeaux. Or.
if that doesn't float your boat of seLf-pity,
try climbing a tree or learning to crochet.
Tissue box covers make great gifts.
Lucky VegetabLa &eets

SA<3(TTAftJ(JS
M A y 2 1 - O U M E 21

Everybody gets a second chance. Even
AshLee Simpson is returning to the -fah-lL
stage to prove that her issues really Were
due to acid reflux. t>o next time you drop
your tray in the middle of leather, ask
yourself "W/hat Would AshLee do?" and
then do an awkward 6cottish jig.
Lucky Vegetable-. &roccoLi

NOVEMBER. 22 - DECEMBER. 21
Life is fuLl of enough drama Without
stressing over whether or not you're doing
the right thing. You've been fretting for
months now so just face the music, put on
your cutest outfit and face the day. There
isn't anything you can't tackLe when you're
Wearing stunning spandex
Lucky Vegetable-. 6pinach

CANCGO.

CAPft.fCQft.KJ

O U N E 22 - O U L y 22

OECEMfcEft. 22 - OAWUAft.y 13

Just because Paris iJiLton dumped her Take a cue from Angie Jolie and turn a
fiance and started dating his cLone doesn't bad situation into something good.
mean you should take up With another bad- Console yourself over that embarrassing
boy who is going to treat you as poorly as episode Last week With some ice cream.
your ex. In this situation there is onLy one Remember, there are no mistakes; only
thing to do-, get some friends together and, good decisions and things that you chalk
how do I say?.. "3aLuff
up as "experiences"
Lucky Vegetable: Edamame
Lucky Vegetable Mushroom
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Deborah Goffe's Dancing
Exhibits Elegance^ Power

Springsteen Brings 'Rock'n'
Roll Ministry' to Hartford

L A U R E N TURLJK

Trinity American Studies Professor Reviews The Boss

ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

Have you ever seen someone jump so
high that you actually question if she will
land? Have you ever seen someone twist
her body in so many strange ways that you
wonder if she has a spine? Have you ever
seen someone dance with such emotion
that you can understand her story by watching her fingertips? Deborah Goffe's solo
performance last Wednesday was so spec-

www.scapegoatgarden.org

Goffe gives dramatic solo performance.
tacular that the audience actually believed
she could fly, lacked a spine, and could
speak with her fingers. She is a true artist:
a gymnast, a dancer, a singer, an athlete, a
storyteller, an actress, a filmmaker. Goffe
incorporated her dance, her voice, and her

film in a self-choreographed evening of
solo works, "Every Now and Then She
Takes Flight."
Deborah Goffe was born in Hartford,
Conn, and raised between Hartford and
Bloomfield. "I've danced in some form
most of my life, but began studying modem dance as a teenager. At that time I
developed a love for dance history and the
pioneers of American modern dance. That
is what inspired me to pursue it further. I
began formal training in college," said
Goffe. She currently teaches modem dance
at Trinity, She performs as a member of the
Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble and is
the Artistic Director of Scapegoat Garden,
a non-profit arts organization.
Goffe performed her piece "Every Now
and Then She Takes Flight" as part of the
Seabury 47 series celebrating the 35th year
of dance at Trinity, She entered the crowded studio wearing a metallic gold hoop
skirt and a white halter top. Already, her
focus was strictly on her dance, avoiding
eye contact with the audience. But then she
began to leap and spin across the floor,
expressing so much emotion through her
eyes, her face, her fingers, and her back
that it seemed she was speaking directly to
me. She moved with such elegance and

Louis MASUR
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

There is something about
Hartford that brings out the best in Bruce
Springsteen. Two years ago, the full band
rocked Rentschler Field. In 2000, Bruce
and the E-Street Band visited the Civic
Center and gave a performance that followers rank as one of the best of the tour and
top 50 of his career.
Springsteen came back to the Civic
Center on Oct. 7, this time alone as part of
his solo acoustic tour promoting Devils &
Dust, a collection of lyrical tunes with
roots in folk, country, and gospel music. It
is the third in a trilogy that includes

Nebraska and The Ghost of Tom Joad,
albums that carry fonvard a songwriting
tradition grounded in the work of Woody
Guthrie, Hank Williams, and Johnny Cash.
As fans entered the arena, ushers handed out cards stating the rules: no flowers;
no cameras; no refreshments sold during
the show; no one entering during the first
three songs. Bruce was determined to make
the setting feel as intimate as possible. The
set consisted of two chandeliers and
drapes. Each song was lit differently and
the effect helped to warm the arena.
The theme of the night was love, a
theme that has been a staple of
Springsteen's work for more than thirty
years. Born to Run appeared in 1975, and
on the title song the narrator cries "1 want
to know if love is wild/ girl 1 want to know
if love is real." In 1998, Springsteen
declared that "the primary questions I'd be
writing about for the rest of my work life
first took form in the songs of Born to Run
. . . It was the album where I left behind my
adolescent definitions of love and freedom."
Now 56, a husband and a father,
Springsteen continues to explore these

www.pointbkinkmug.coin
.see GOFFE on page 17

Springsteen shines at Civic Center.

sue THE BOSS on page J7

Franz Ferdinand's New
Album Hooks More Fans
enjoying heavy radio and MTV play. It is
one of the strongest, if not the strongest,
Franz Ferdinand was one of the most tracks on the entire album. The start-stop
hyped groups of the past few years, prior rhythms and the slowing of the tempo
to the release of their self-titled debut before the crescendo that ends the song
make the song unlike anything else on
album in early 2004. Their single "Take
mainstream radio right now. While the guiMe Out" quickly garnered a great deal of
tar lines are distinctly modern, many of the
radio play, as well as steady rotation on
MTV. They are widely considered one of vocal melodies and harmonization hearken
back to another strong influence that is not
the leaders of the new dance-rock moveoften associated with Franz Ferdinand: the
ment that has been taking over the rock
airwaves over the past two years. Their Kinks. The influence of the Kinks on the
guitar lines is also very apparent in other
stylistic colleagues The Killers, The
songs.
Bravery, and Interpol, all inspired by punk
groups such as Gang of Four, Mission of
The next several tracks continue in a
Burma, Joy Division, and the Clash, have
whirlwind pace of big riffs and catchy
also been well-received by critics and fans. melodies. "This Boy" follows "Do You
Franz Ferdinand's follow-up You Could
Want To" with a twangy guitar line and
Have It So Much Better was released earlishouted vocals. "Walk Away" comes next,
er this month to high expectations.
but has a much different feel. Acoustic
From the huge fuzz-tone riff that opens rhythm guitar accompanied by a slow
the first track, "The Fallen," the listener tempo and melancholic vocals reference
the Smiths, another strong influence on
can sense a movement in Franz
many bands like Franz Ferdinand. Next
Ferdinand's style. The album sounds heavcomes
another Kinks-influenced song
ier and thicker than their earlier work, but
"Evil
and
a Heathen" and the bouncy
keeps many of their other characteristics:
"You're
the
Reason
I'm Leaving." A piano
huge bass lines from Bob Hardy, the interis thrown into the mix in "Eleanor Put
play between the angular riffs of guitarists
Your Boots on, along with heavily
Alex Kapranos and Nick McCarthy, and
fast tempo dance beats from drummer Paul reverbed guitar. "Well That Was Easy"
follows and manages to change tempos
Thomson. One of the most striking aspects
several times during the song. These are
of Franz Ferdinand's songs is the strength
quickly followed by "What You Meant,"
of the chorus in nearly every song. It is
"I'm Your Villain," and "You Could Have
impossible not to get these songs stuck in
It So Much Better," the album's title track
your head, and listeners will find themand perhaps the next single. The album
selves singing along by the second time
ends with the waltz-like piano-driven
the chorus comes around.
JOHN RENDEIRO
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

The second track is the new single,
"Do You Want To," which is currently

Joseph Byrne, Pablo Delano & Patricia Tillman
Wednesday, Oct. 12 - Saturday, Dec. 3,
Austin Arts Center, Widener Gallery
An exhibition featuring recent work by Patricia Tillman, Pablo Delano, and
Joseph Byrne, faculty members of the Studio Arts program at Trinity. Tillman will be
showing sculptures, Delano large-scale black and white photographs, and Byrne
paintings from the Bosco Sacro, and ancient grove in Monteluco Spoleto, Italy.
The Annual Musical-Theater Revue
Thursday, Oct. 20 at 8pm;Friday, Oct. 21 at 4:15pm and 8pm; Saturday, Oct.
22 at 2pm and 8pm
Austin Arts Center, Garmany Hall
This spirited revue features scenes and excerpts from musicals 1930 to the present. This student production - celebrating the 29th year of musical theater at Trinity
- is directed by Professor Gerald Moshell of Trinity"s Department of Music.
Chamber Music Recital
Tuesday, Nov. 1,8:00 p.m.
HamlinHall
An evening of chamber music from the Baroque and Classic eras, presented by
students and faculty coaches. Performed in Trinity's beautiful .soaring Gothic-style
refectory with warm acoustics (located across from Cinestudio).
Time Out! - Judy Dworwin Performance Ensemble
Thursday, Nov. 3 - Saturday, Nov. 5,7:30 p.m.
Charter Oak Cultural Center, 21 Charter Oak Avenue, Hartford
Step into and out of time with this 2005 premiere - a fanciful look at our efforts
to control time, only to find our timely devices controlling us. JDPE's bighJyacclaimed company introduces the edgy theme amidst a quirky landscape of characters who appeal' before time was discovered and chase the stars, becoming our technology-burdened soulmates of today searching for a minute or two of uninterrupted
time, never to be found. Our biological clocks are tickled in Time Out, and humored
into a realm where time becomes spatial and new dimensions of ourselves and the
world become possible. Time Out features a commissioned score by musician/composer David Yih, made possible by a noted "Meet the Composer" grant from the
New England Foundation for the Arts.
austinarts.org

see FRANZ on page 17
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Acting and Natural Beauty Three Trinity Professors
Showcased in Gardener Explore World through Art
ment and space; his paintings explore how
people exist in and experience the world.
Originally, his quest is to find the truth
KATY NOUIN
Byrne's energetic style and complex use of
about his wife's affair, but he is quickly
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR
layered lines and colors create atmospheric
thrown into the world of conspiracy amidst
Fernando Meirelles' The Constant
imagery and reveal the unique abstract
the pharmaceutical industry and the govGardener is a tragic and poignant picture
design he has spent years developing.
about the troubled relationship between a ernment, who are illegally testing drugs on
The sculptures that Professor Tillman
an African population decimated by AIDS.
quiet man, his spirited wife, and the intercreates, such as those of bronze and rubber
national politics in play in their new home
If the script is a little weak, Fiennes and
featured in this exhibition, are the result of
of Kenya. The use of handheld cameras Weisz more than make up for it with their
a long transformation of her work from
and imperfect shots of the Kenyan land- acting. Fiennes shines as a man torn by
painting into three-dimensional construcscape provide a welcome break from the grief and suspicion, duty and love. It is
tions. Early on in her career, Professor
cookie-cutter nature of most recent films. interesting to watch his character progress
Tillman's paintings gradualHaunting African music dominates the through the stages of grief, anger, and ultily used more materials and
scenery, foreshadowing the conflict to mately acceptance. He is soft-spoken and
became larger and less
come and evoking a sense of subtle sympa- restrained, almost resembling the emaciatattached to the walls on
thy for the victims;
ed children that surround him.
which they were mounted,
The movie begins slowly, using flashWeisz, whose character is shown
eventually leading her to
backs and crisscrossed scenes to establish
almost exclusively in flashbacks, is the real
embrace sculpture as her prithe romance between Justin Quayle, a soft- star, transforming her character into a pasmary medium.
spoken, garden-loving British diplomat, sionate and sympathetic woman deterThough her pieces share
and his new wife Tessa, an activist deeply
mined to help others. Her character makes
abstract form, this exhibition
concerned with human rights. The two no emotional journey, like that of Fiennes,
helps to show the versatility
move to Africa on a diplomatic assignment, but she too presents a person torn by difof her sculpture in subject
where their married life is thrown into fering emotions and devotions.
matter. The curved, upright
chaos.
The pregnant Tessa quickly
Bill Nighy, as the aristocratic and selfsculpture in the center of the
becomes a familiar face in the impover- serving Sir Pellegrin, is an intricate and
exhibit is representative of
ished slums, and her bond with the people
underdeveloped character, worthy of more
much of her earlier work,
there is heartwarming.
attention. It is his biting comment that
which she believes to be
Joseph Byrne somewhat autobiographical
It soon becomes clear that Tessa is up drives the allegory of the film, "Some very
nasty things can be found under rocks,
Byrne uses layered lines and colors in "Tree Study." and a personal narrative. On
to something - an affair, her husband is
the other hand, the semicircular sculpture
convinced - and her death, which is especially in foreign gardens." Pete to different Orisha deities carved into tree
announced in the very first scene, shocks
trunks. Delano attempts to recreate his on the wall has stronger ties to the human
her pacifist husband into action.
condition in general, representing both
experiences there by setting up a small
see WEISZ on page 18
altarpiece in the gallery underneath the struggle and hope.
Change, transformation, and experiphotographs of three different carvings.
mentation are three of the most important
The photographs and altar provide a small
window into a culture made up of different elements of Tillman's work. She believes
ethnicities,, religions, and backgrounds, its is inecessary to "Gonstaiitly try different
styles, materials, and ideas in order for her
which are still able to live side by side
work to develop. One can see her skill and
peacefully.
ways to say, "breakups suck." Second,
dedication reflected in the intricate and
Italy's Monteluco serves as a place of
ERIC P A U C H E R
your average twenty-something with a guiinspiration for much of Professor Byrne's complex sculptures she has created.
ARTS
EDITOR
tar has never experienced a real relationPutting together an exhibition such as
work, including the tree studies shown in
In the world of modern music there are
ship tragedy, so, barring an original
this exhibition. The artwork he has pro- this can be difficult in that there is not a set
far too many artists who endeavor to write
approach to songwriting, the woe-is-me
theme or connection of styles among the
duced throughout his career has been a
heart-wrenching songs, only to find that
shtick
isn't
particularly
moving.
three artists. Instead, the viewers are meant
series
of
experiments
in
which
he
reworks
their best efforts can never produce someThankfully there are a few acts that
one idea through a long sequence of paint- to ask questions as to how the work can be
thing that rises above the undifferentiated
connected and what small details emerge to
ings.
mass of trite garbage we generously club have realized the limits of the modern
His process is to first make quick make the exhibition a success. As Byrne
Instead of bubble-gum songs about cheating girlsketches from his observations on site. explains, all three artists use imagery to set
Later, he studies these sketches to decide up possible meanings instead of literal repfriends, he spins dark tales of prostitution, murder, and
which themes or elements he wishes to resentations of ideas. Though one is at once
truly star-crossed lovers.
recreate, and then combines these into larg- drawn to Tillman's sculptures, Byrne's
er, finished pieces. In this way, though they paintings, and Delano's photographs upon
mournful love song, and have found creare related to direct observation, his pieces entering the gallery, the pieces do not fight
"pop" music. In a vain effort to create an
with each other for attention, but instead
ative solutions to the problem. One such
maintain a certain distance from his visual
original masterpiece these misguided souls
band is the Decemberists, and their solu- sources and are fictionalized and abstract, form a cohesive and visually pleasing presplumb the depths of their own angst to creentation.
tion is elegantly simple: forget autobiograwhich is just his aim.
ate an autobiographical song that reflects
This show will be exhibited in Austin
His hope is that through abstract paintjust how hard it really is to be a rock star phy. When Shakespeare wrote "Romeo
ing, his viewers will perceive a more pow- Arts Center's Widener Gallery until Dec. 3,
these days. There are two major flaws to and Juliet" he wasn't writing about his own
experience or even that of any- erful and poetic representation of environ- 2005.
one he knew; he was engaging in
pure fantasy (as well as borrowing from pre-existing traditions)
in order to create a true romantic
tragedy. Colin Meloy, the frontman for the band, takes much
the same approach with his
songwriting. Instead of bubblegum songs about cheating girlHARTFORD HOSPITAL
friends, he spins dark tales of
prostitution, murder, and truly
The Olra Neuropsychiatry Research Center at tlie Institute of
star-crossed lovers. Throw into
Living at Hartford Hospital is looking for healthy
the mix the Decemberists'
individuals (between the ages of 18-40) to participate in an
unusual choice of instrumentafMRI investigation on the effects of alcohol on driving.
tion which can include accorQualifying participants will be asked to come in for 2 days
dion, acoustic bass, violin, and
various pipes in addition to the
and will be compensated at.$20/hour. If you are interested in
standard rock instruments and
this study, please contact Marco at (860)545-7844 or
www.clecemberists.com you end up with a sound that
rnfuj imofajharthosttorg for more information.

The Constant Gardener Coming Soon to Cinestudio

continued from page 1
show were all taken in Trinidad, which
houses one of Trinity's global learning
sites. Delano's ultimate goal was to expose
what people in other Caribbean countries
and in the United States don't know, about
Trinidad, one example being the role of
religion.
The three photographs on the back
right wall next to the entrance were taken
in an area called the Blue Basin waterfall.
Within the forest there is a shrine dedicated

Decemberists Take a New
Approach to Song Crafting

THE
INSTITUTE
OF LIVING

The Decemberists offer fans a great show.
comes across as an odd blend
this approach. First, every other guy out 19th and 21st century musical sensibilities.
there with a guitar is doing exactly the
same thing, and there are only so many
see DECEMBERISTS on page IS
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ARTS

FRANZ BUILDS ON
ESTABLISHED STYLE
Rapid-Fire Riffs Tend to Blend Together
continued from page 15
"Fade Together" and almost
funk-inspired closer "Outsiders."
There's no denying that You
Could Have It So Much Better is
an extremely catchy and fun

entire album in one sitting is not
quite daunting, but it might grow
tiresome. The riffs and choruses
keep coming in rapid succession.
The album would have been better if it was more concise. At thir-

PAGE

j The Boss Masters Acoustic Set
continuedfrom page 15
themes by playing new versions
of old songs and writing new
ones. Springsteen, who changes
his set list every show, opened at
the piano with ''Back in Your
Arms," a song about a lover desperate for another chance. Laced
throughout the remainder of the
27-song set, the longest of the
tour, were other paeans to love,
many of them classics: "The Ties
that Bind," "All that Heaven Will
Allow," "Two Hearts," "I Wanna
Marry You," "You Can Look (But
You Better Not Touch),"
"Tougher than the Rest," and "All
I'm Thinking About," a falsetto

ing of sacrifice and j
speculated about the
temptation for Jesus to
have run off to a seaside
resort, marry, have children, and greet the new
day each and every
morning. Some fans
wiped tears from the j
corner of their eyes.
In an evening ofj
highlights, two Other
"Rising" and "Incident on 57th
Street." Bathed in white light,
Springsteen sang "The Rising." If
the band version sounds overproduced, the solo acoustic version,

www.amazon.com

Goffe Takes Flight9
in Seabury Studio
continued from page 15
strength that I questioned
whether I should refer to her
movement as delicate or powerful. The muscle definition of her
arms and back contrasted the
long skirt she wore. Her jumps
were incredibly high and alive,
but she did not make a sound
when she landed, as gently as if
she was dancing on eggshells.
Goffe's dance was captivating enough, but then she added
her voice. As she moved from
high in the air to low on the floor,
she told a story. Her voice was
calm and did not show an ounce
of fatigue. Then she began to
sing. Her song was as delicate as
the way she brushed her legs and
swayed her arms.
The rest of Goffe's performance only impressed us more.
Her background was a series of
films she directed, starring herself. The solo became a duet with
an image of herself: a film of her
dancing on a pedestal in an
antique kimono played behind
her. The two dances were different but complimented each other
so well that the audience watched
her live version and caught the
film from the corners of their
eyes.
Now, if you are able to imagine the complexity and grace of
her performance, you may won-

der what the musical accompaniment was. The recorded music
varied from Bjork to Bach, from
"Born Free" to nature sounds. But
perhaps the most amazing thing
was that even when she danced to
silence, it seemed as if the silence
was a song of its own.
Goffe's work was autobiographical: "All the bases of growing up and making your way in
the world are covered...in one
way or another." The specific
events that inspired the various
dances were unclear, but it did not
matter. What mattered were the
movements and the emotions that
came through from them. As in all
dance, it is a waste of time if the
audience has to struggle to understand a piece. Instead, viewers
should spend their time appreciating the dance.
Needless to say, Deborah
Goffe is truly an amazing performer. Her company, Scapegoat
Garden, will premiere a new work
"Studies in Empathy" in April.
This new piece draws on the characters
from
Sophocles'
"Antigone." Her company will
also be performing in the fall
show "35 Years of Dance" on
November 18th in the Austin Arts
Center. For more information
about Deborah Goffe and her
company, Scapegoat Garden, go
to scapegoatgarden.org.

with dynamic guitar and passionate vocals, reinvents the song as a
piercing meditation on loss and
love.
Bruce also gave comfort to
the baseball fans in the audience
who knew that the Red Sox had
just been eliminated. Saying that
he sought to assuage their pain, he
offered "Incident on 57th Street,"
one of the highlights from his second album in 1973, a poetic song
that still dazzles and illustrates
Springsteen was not particu- why Springsteen was hailed at the
larly talkative during the evening. time as the new Dylan.
But when introducing "Jesus was
Not every moment on stage
an Only Son," a newly written
worked. "Idiot's Delight," a song
hymn, lie spoke -a&ttot the mean- co-written with Joe Grushecky,

ditty off of the new CD.
If those songs concern themselves with romantic love, others
are about the love between parents and children, another recurrent theme on Devils & Dust. In
"Long time Comin,"' a father
hopes that his kid's "mistakes
would be your own/ your sins
would be your own." In "The
Hitter," a boxer seeks the comfort
of his childhood bed in his mother's home.

www.pointblankmag.com

performances shined: Springsteen signs autographs for fans.

He is the chief evangelist of a "rock 'n
roll ministry" (his phrase), and the congregation is open to all.

Franz Ferdinand puts out a catchy new album.
album. Many of the songs'dance
teen songs and over forty minrhythms and well-written chorus- utes, it is a little much to be taken
in all at once. And, while most of
es are what Franz Ferdinand fans
these songs are skillfully crafted
have corne to know and love, and
pop songs, the album as a whole
they will surely not be disapmay not stand the tests of time
pointed with the new album.
However, like their first album, and repeated listens.
many of the songs in You Could
However, this album is more
Have it So Much Better tend to
good stuff for the Franz
blend together, and it is someFerdinand fan and their singles
times difficult to differentiate
will be sure to grab new listeners
between them. Listening to the
with their catchy hooks.
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sounded more experimental than
engaging. And "Lucky Town"
simply does not hold up to the
many gems in the Springsteen
canon.
But nailing 25 out of 27 songs
is a batting average anyone would
take. The penultimate song of the
night was "The Promised Land,"
which came off less as a rousing
call for freedom and redemption,
and more as a somber prayer.
"Blow away the dreams that
break your heart," but do not stop
dreaming, he seemed to say.
Bruce Springsteen is a rock
superstar who is still creating
meaningful music, still reinventing the songs in his vast catalogue, and still providing his
audience with an emotional,
transformative experience.
He is the chief evangelist of a
"rock 'n' roll ministry" (his
phrase), and the congregation is
open to all. The Trinity community has one more chance to attend
services. Springsteen is playing
"Worcester on Oct. 20. Get a ticket and go;

Secuestro Express Oct. IS
•
7:30 p.m.
(Venezuela 2005) Every 60 seconds in Latin America someone is kidnapped, and in a
city like Caracas where half the population goes to bed hungry, abducting the rich
becomes everyday class warfare. Jonathan Jakubowitz's first film, shot in Venezuela during a time of political turmoil, is an edgy and stylish thriller with an agenda. The nightmare begins when three hoods kidnap a young couple who have been out all night partying in the slums. Appearing in a small role, Ruben Blades plays the distraught father of the
kidnapped woman (Mia Maestro of The Motorcycle Diaries). "More than just a dazzling
thrill ride laced with pitch-black jolts of comic relief. It manages to raise awareness of
deep-seated corruption in a world...where no one can be trusted." Laura Kern, New York
Times, http://www.miramax.com/secuestroexpress 86 min.
Vertigo Oct. 19-22
19-21 7:30 p.m. and 22 at 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
(1958) Alfred Hitchcock's most expressive visual masterpiece is, according to many
film critics, his most autobiographical work as well. James Stewart gives an unforgettable
performance as a former San Francisco detective tormented by vertigo, who becomes
obsessed by the mysterious blonde woman he has been hired to follow. After she slips out
of his grasp, he meticulously tries to recreate her image with his next unwilling object of
desire. This restored archive print of Vertigo will be shown in widescreen 70mm, the closest format to the original VistaVision, now with DTS® digital stereo sound. "The revival
event of the season is Alfred Hitchcock's brilliantly schematic, endlessly fascinating
Vertigo.... this prescient 1958 spellbinder can now be admired as the deepest, darkest masterpiece of Hitchcock's career." Janet Maslin, New York Times. The showing of VERTIGO at Cinestudio is made possible by the support of Friends of Cinestudio and The
Greater Hartford Arts Council. United Arts 2005. 128 min.
Grizzly Man Oct. 23-25
23 at 2:30 and 7:30 p.m. 24-25 at 7:30 p.m.
By now, anyone with access to National Public Radio may think they know the story
of Timothy Treadwell: the blond, recovering alcoholic who pursued recovery - and
celebrity - through bonding with nature and, more tragically, with grizzly bears. But in the
hands of filmmaker Werner Herzog.TreadwelFs life and death is much more than a cautionary tale for New Agers. As in Herzog's Aguirre, The Wrath of God and Fitzcarraldo,
he gives us a main character consumed by a dream, veering between madness and clarity,
and creating something like ait along the way. In Treadwell's case, it is the unsettling tapes
of his manic monologues, and the glorious images of foxes, rivers, and yes, grizzlies, by
someone they meant everything to. 103 min.
Mirrormask Oct. 26-Nov. 1
26-28 and 31-1 at 7:30 p.m. 29-30 at 2:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Cinestudio presents a special one-week premiere engagement of an exciting phantasmagoria for all ages about a 15-year-old girl named Helen, who works in a circus, but
dreams of running away to experience "real life." Her topsy-turvy plan backfires when she
is magically transported to the alternative world of the Dark Lands. Mirrormask is the creation of a remarkable collaboration: The Jim Henson Company, that produced Labyrinth
and The Dark Crystal, with the team of writer Neil Gaiman and illustrator Dave McKean,
the creators of the classic children's book The Wolves in the Wall, and the "Sandman"
comic books. Helen's wondrous, sometimes scary journey would not seem entirely out of
place in the Land of Oz. 101 min.
cinestudio.org
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Decemberists Turn Sea Weisz and Fiennes Make
Shanties into Indie Classics Gardeners Great Movie
Colin Meloy Introduces Real Tragedy to Pop Lyrics
continued from page 16
If you haven't heard them before, there is
almost no way to adequately describe their
style; think indie-pop meets drunken
pirates and you'll be on the right track.
When given the chance to see them
live, I jumped on the opportunity, hopped a
bus for Philly and headed down to the
Electric Factory, a venue somewhat larger
in size than Hartford's Webster Theater.
The opening act was the relatively
unknown Cass McCombs, a three-piece
group featuring acoustic guitar, electric
bass, and a single hand drum. This isn't
likely a name you'll see headlining a serious venue any time soon. The lack of energy during their set was palpable, and was
no helped by the fact that all three band
members were sitting for the duration of
their performance. The lyrics were similarly uninspiring. Particularly notable in this
regard was a song 1 can only assume was
titled "A Friend of Mine." The chorus was
a staggeringly unfortunate affair. After all,
you can only hear someone gently croon,
"A friend/ a friend/ a friend/ a friend/ a
friend/ a friend/ a friend/ a friend of mine"
so many times before you want to throw
something at him. When that little gem
was repeated a good 10 times over at the
end of the song, said line was most certainly crossed.

be filled with energy. It was going to be
engaging. It was not going to make anyone
regret the $15 they paid to get in.
As the other band members joined
Funk on stage the crowd roared with
approval, and were rewarded with "The
Tain" a 5-part, 18-and-a-half minute epic.
It was staggeringly well done. Not only
were the vocal and instrumental performances true to album quality; the numerous
instrument and role transitions required for
such a complex piece were executed without a hitch.
The rest of the set was of similar
impressive quality and covered the whole
range of the band's catalogue, even going
back to the original 5 Song E.P. for "My
Mother was a Chinese Trapeze Artist,"
although the majority of the songs came
from their latest (and best) album
Picaresque. Particularly memorable was
the performance of "We Both Go Down
Together," which revolved around such
dark lyrics as "Meet me on my vast veranda/ my sweet untouched Miranda/ and
while the seagulls are crying/ we fall but
our souls are flying," and a driving Aminor riff played jointly on guitar and violin. Breakups? Not so tragic. Death?
Tragic.
Aside from the quality of the music,
The Decemberists also have a penchant for

wvvw.decernberists.com

Decemberists display some of their more unconventional instruments.
showmanship. Meloy constantly bantered
Blessedly the set came to an end before
with the audience, and even climbed the
too long. While the road crew began setstacks to reach the balcony seats at one
ting up for the headliner, the screens on the
left wall of the venue flickered to life. point during the show. During the climactic "Mariner's Revenge Song" which
Curiously, during the nearly 25 minute
closed out the set, they even got the audilong inter-set break, the crowd was shown
ence to fully participate, from screaming
a WWF Royal Rumble that appeared to be
on cue to dropping to the ground and playout of the '80s. While pro-wrestling isn't
ing dead at the appropriate moment. I can't
my thing, seeing Andre the Giant throw
recall ever seeing an audience as fully
people around like rag-dolls brought back
involved with the musicians as on that
memories of The Princess Bride. Coupled
night at the Electric Factory.
with.the lack of any inane lyrics, it was a
definite improvement over the 25 minutes
While it would be hard for anyone in
allotted to the opening band.
the north east to reach any of their remainWhen the house lights dropped again
ing shows this year, anyone interested in
and Decemberists' guitarist Chris Funk ran
seeing some great and innovative pop
onto stage banging a small suspended cymmusic would do well to get Decemberist
bal, the mood immediately shifted. tickets when they come around again in
Instantly the crowd realized that this set
2006. For an energetic, unusual, and fully
was going to be different - it was going to
engaging live,set they're tough to beat.

continued from page 16
Postlethwaite is also under-used as
Lorbeer, a doctor in a small clinic in the
desert. He embodies the struggle of aid
workers in such a conflict. Like lustin and
Tessa Quayle, Lorbeer is forced as well to
make the difficult decision between
his cause and his own life.
Having worked in the pharmaceutical industry over the summer, I
found the portrayal of the drug companies unfair. The characters in the
film are as much the enemy of the
poor and the impoverished as the
maligned pharmaceutical corporations. Justin Quayle, early in the
film, refuses to get involved with the
lives of his new neighbors, despite
his wife's desperate pleas. Justin's
boss, Sandy Woodrow (the talented
Danny Huston), cares more about
his status in life than the suffering of
others. And people like you and me,
too, are immersed in our oasis of '^
luxury and privilege, ignorant of the
suffering of those around us.

ground, a contrast with the allegory of a
gardener and his futile attempt to bring the
world to life. It is hard to watch the film
and not be moved to tears, not so much
because of the film's plot, but because of
the plight of the poor.

The film, shot in Kenya, is ultimately stolen by the natural land"
www.hollywood.com"
scape of Africa. From the beginning Ralph Fiennes uncovers corruption in Kenya.
of the film, Meirelles uses shots of the
This film is a shocking and heartbreakbeautiful African scenery - such as birds
ing picture of a country and a continent
rising majestically from a lake - to capture
neglected by the rest of the world. Much
our hearts and our eyes. These pastoral
like Hotel Rwanda, the film uses the
views are quickly contrasted with shots of
tragedy of Africa to raise awareness for
malnourished children running across railhuman rights all over the globe, and to
road tracks and through the slums.
shock its viewers out of complacency and
into action. I urge everyone to sec it when
Death makes a constant appearance in
it comes to Cinestudio in November.
the film, moving quietly through the back-

*• A SBfe, carefully controlled study of a
potential new medicin e
•»• A federally-regulated, necessary step
•Sn the development of all new medicines
*• A critical part of the drug discovery,
process—But we cannot continue
without healthy volunteers.

The Pfeer New Havan Clinical Research
Unit (CRU), is open and currently running
studies—here is where you can help.
Join Pteer, a worfd leader in pharmaceutical
' innovation, and participate in the
discovery of future medicines while being '•
compensated for your valuable time.

NEW HAVEN

You complete the equation.
CLINICAL RESEARCH UNIT

ANNOUNCEME NTS
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AN IPOD SHUFFLE!

Sun Oct. 23 7 p.m.
»
*

* Apple's smallest iPod weighs less than an ounce and is
smaller than a pack of gum; yet this 512MB iPod holds
about 120 songs, making it the perfect fashion accessory
for all occasions!

Sat. Oct. 22 6 p.m. * »

* The Shuffle has a 12-hour rechargeable battery, a built
in USB connector and is small enough to place on a Ianyard (also included) and carry around your neck.

*

Senses Fail (Vagrant), Saves The Day, The •
Early November (Drive Thru), Emmanuel
•
%
$17.50
/

* One (1) iPod Shuffle will be given away after each college
school blood drive - but only at schools that make or
exceed their blood drive goals!

Wed. Oct. 19 6 p.m.

0

WASHINGTON ROOM

Hidden In Plain View, These Green
*B
Eyes, Valencia, BASE2, Drawn Inward
»
$10 adv
•
•

<

Emery (Tooth 4 Nail), Sym Class Heros
(Fueled by Ramen), As Cities Burn,
Gatsbys American Dream
$10 adv

s
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* Presenting blood donors at all college blood drives in
October - December are AUTOMATICALLY entered to
win an iPod Shuffle!

•
>
B
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WIN

»s

•

Psi UPSILON BLOOD DRIVE

Swar, Devil Driver, A Dozen Furies, Mensrea
9
«•»
(15th Anniversary Tour)
e
$17.50

The
\
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• Theeiter •
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WHUS presents Local H, Riddle of Steal,
Endiya, Sevenender,
Local H "ALL REQUEST TOUR"
* Vote for up to 7 songs from a list of 60 *
$10 adv
,

There is a constant need for blood, All who may be eligible
to donate are urged to make an appointment.
Call Todd Morrison (X2806) or Joe Barber (X4256).
Connecticut hospital patients are counting on you.
sis
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Classifieds

GIVE BLOOD!

SPRING BREAKERS
Book Early and Save
Lowest Prices Hottest Destinations
BOOK 15= 2 FEEE TRIPS OR CASH
FREE MEALS PARTIES BY 11/7
Highest Corrnnissiott
Best Travel Perks
www. s i m s p l a s h t o u r s . c o i n
1-800-426-7710
Spring Break 2066- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
to Jamaica, Caneun* Acapulco,
Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring oncampus reps. Gall for group discounts. Information/Reservations !•»
800-648- 4849 or www.jststravel.com.
Students,
Faculty: Advertise
in
Classifieds. Looking for babysitters
or someone to rake your leaves? Want
to sell furniture or appliances from
your dorm room? Job offerings?
Include your ad in our classified section for just 30 cents a word. E-mail

y

COMMUNITY SERVICE ACTIVIST OF THE WEEK: KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
The sorority Kappa Kappa Gamma is being
recognized this week as the Community Service
club of the week for their enormous success in the
recent American Cancer Society's Making SUides
Against Breast Cancer Walk. They raised a total of
$1367 from asking friends and family for donations.
From that total, $175 came from selling one dollar
ribbons at Mather during lunch and
dinner.
A total of 46 Kappa walkers joined together
on Sunday, October 16. Kappa forma a team every
year for this event. The five mile course is oomplet*
ed around Bushnelf Park, Many mernb&rs of the
community also rallied togetherto show their support for this cause. There was a band planning, arid
spectators everywhere with pink pom poms. Some
breast cancer survivors showed
solidarity by wearing sashes.
In addition to the Kappa sisters, there were
quite a few members of the Trinity community railing
together at this event. There was a group of a few
wornens soccer players, members of the Women's
Center, as well as individual students. Junior Sara
Glassman and Kappa sister thought that the walk
was a way for both Kappa and the Hartford community to unite with, collective optimism for the future.

"We all feel that it seems, these days, that we are
somehow connected to at least one and usually
several women who have been diagnosed with
breast cancer. It affects our aunts, neighbors, etc.
by raising money to further the efforts made in
breast cancer research and by walking to show
our support, we feel as though we are not only
helping to accelerate the attempts to find a cure,
but also upholding and displaying a spirit of hope,
which is squally as important," she said.
Due to the fundraising success they
earned this year, Kappa has plans to continue participation for this walk in future years.
- Hannah Charry

6iMhne11 Evanto
The Rat Pack: Live From LMsvegas
Oct. 18-23
Tickets on sale now
$18-$63

Sound of New England
Oct. 22
7:30 p.m.
Tickets on sale now
$28.50-$33.50

Route 66-A Road to Remember
Oct. 23
2:00 p.m.
Tickets on sale now
$6.50-$7.50

Friday October 21
7:30 p.m.-Q:oo p.m.
Eternal Perks Coffee House presents

Beings of Radiant Glory
from Bible Rock Ministries in Middletown.
jTheir newly released CD "Come In" incorporates acoustic guitar,
keyboard, pennywhistle, Celtic flute, djembe, and drums.
Popcorn, desserts, and beverages are included.
Admission is free, and there is plenty of free parking.
For directions and more information
call 860-346-2641 or visit
www.GraceMiddletown.org
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Volleyball on a Roll Heading into Final Stretch
JON

SIMONIAN
SPORTS EDITOR

If one tiling in Sports is certain, it is that a team, any team,
will have its ups and downs during a season - its peaks and valleys - its winning streaks and its
losing streaks. The real tests for a
team come when they have to
respond and follow up a streak whether that streak is positive or
negative.
The last two weeks for
Trinity's Volleyball team have
been a very positive response to a
week when they were underper-
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fonning their way through the
schedule. Coming off a 1-2
showing at the Amherst Classic,
the Bantams followed up with
another 1-2 performance at the
Wesleyan Invitational Sept. 30
through Oct. 1.
Trinity kicked the weekend
off with a 3-1 win against
Wheaton. Nicole Cahill '09 led
the Bantams with 10 kills in the
match while Erika Heineken '08
was right behind her with nine
kills. Tri-captain Lindsay Eichler
'08 also contributed four aces to
the win. The two teams split the
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Chuck Pratt

Erika Heineken '08 was the NESCAG Player of the Week.

first two games pretty evenly.
Trinity won the first 30-18 and
the Lyons took the second game
30-20. The Bantams then rolled
off the next two games to finish
off the Lyons.
Against the host Cardinals,
tri-captain Lucy Hollis '06 totaled
12 kills while sophomore Vanessa
Forero had 10 kills in the loss.
Every game was very tight all the
way to the end - no game was
won by either side by more than
five points - and even though the
Bantams on paper were the better
team and even held the lead after
three games 2-1, on that day the
home team rallied to prevail 3-2.
Even though the loss was a
heartbreaking one for the
Bantams, the bright side was that
the game would not count toward
the NESCAC standings. Trinity
also knew that they had another
chance at the Redbirds later in the
year that would count toward the
league standings to get their
revenge.
Head Coach Jen Bowman
said afterward, "We weren't playing that well. We were just jumping high and hitting hard instead
of trying to play smart ...
Wesleyan has a very solid team
and they had a good day."
However, in their immediate
future after the loss to Wesleyan
were the Amherst Lord Jeffs,
who, even though seemed inferior
to the Bantams before the match
started, got the best of Trinity, 31. Tn the loss. Emily Moore '08

Chuck Pratt

Kathleen Lenz '08 serves the ball against Connecticut College.
and Megan Borgelt '08 each
College the following Tuesday,
totaled 22 assists, while Cahill Oct. 4, could be the moment that
and Hollis tallied 13 and 12 kills
the Bantams will look back on
respectively.
and say that it turned their season
around. This is the greatness of
Once again, the saving grace
Sport; a single defining moment
for the Bantams was that this
game would not count toward the
can energize a team, a season and
league standings and that they
lead to great things.
still have another shot at the Lord
The spark came in the form of
Jeffs later this year at home this
Moore and Cahill going for 40
time instead of at a neutral site.
assists and 16 kills respectively
against the Saints as the, Bantams
After
the weekend at
Wesleyan, the Bantams stood at
steamrolled over Emmanuel 3-1."
7-7 overall.
That moment
"We worked on our ball conbetween the Amherst game and
their 'next match at Emmanuel
see VOLLEYBALL on page 21

Only Seven Points? A Win is a Win for Bantams
continued from page 24
Trinity accumulated 218 yards on
offense, 130 in the air, and 88 hard-earned
yards on ground that was quickly destroyed
and turned to mud in the torrential conditions. Tufts collected 162 yards in total
offense, with 131 yards passing and only
31 yards in the mud.
"It was the worst field conditions I've
ever played in my entire career," running
back Gennaro Leo '07 said. "You would
just get stuck in it. It was beyond footing,
it was so bad you wouldn't slip, you would
just sink into the ground."
Both teams struggled with the rain and
field conditions the entire game, and the
Bantams committed an uncharacteristic
two turnovers, with two interceptions,
while the Jumbos threw four of their own
and fumbled once.
Leo led all rushers with 58 yards on 18
carries. Schweitzer completed 10 of 25
passes for 113 yards and the lone touch"down. Olenoski led all receivers with a
season-high six receptions for 94 yards.
Punter Tim Coughlin '06 saw the most
action all season, punting eight times for
the Bantams, three of which pinned Tufts
inside their 20-yard line, including a key
punt late in the fourth quarter with under
two minutes to go.
Sophomore nose tackle D. J. Lanz
recorded 11 total tackles including one for
a loss, to earn NESCAC Defensive Player
of the Week. Inside linebacker Joe Penny
'06 chipped in with seven tackles of his
own. Ryan Albrycht '06 had four tackles
and a game high 1.5 sacks.
Trinity and Tufts traded possessions to
begin the game, both teams testing out each
other and the field. Jared Boyd '08 intercepted Casey D'Annolfo's pass at Tufts'

47-yard line to set up Olenoski's touchdown reception. That would be the only
score of the game, but it would be all they
would need as Trinity's defense was stifling.
"The defense played fantastic," fullback Michael Snow '07 said. "If we couldn't score any more points, we knew that
they wouldn't be able to score on us."
While Trinity running backs struggled
with their footing, Schweitzer was having
equal trouble finding open receivers downfield. His offensive line gave him plenty of
time in the pocket, but every time he
looked across the field, his receivers were
having difficulty cutting and running their

routes and avoiding a good Tufts secondary.
Tufts was also having a hard time with
the run game, forcing the ball up the middle for minimal gain. The Jumbos fell in
love with the combination of D'Annolfo to
wideout Steve Menty on the fade pattern,
and while Menty had seven catches for 97
yards, including a big 45-yard completion,
D'Annolfo threw three out of his four interceptions trying to hook up with Menty.
Despite the dominance shown by the
Bantam defense, Tufts still had a chance to
win the game with under two minutes left
to play.
After Trinity's final drive stalled out at

the Tufts 36-yard line, Coughlin's punt
pinned Tufts deep in their own territory at
their own seven yard line with 1:43 left to
play. Tufts picked up a first down, but
stalled at their own 30-yard line, forcing
them into a fourth and seven situation, but
D'Annolfo completed a 17-yard pass to
Ryan Hanofee for the first down at their
own 47-yard line.
A false start on second down followed
by two incompletes forced Tufts into
another fourth down situation, this time for
15 yards with under 30 seconds left on the
clock. Again D'Annolfo gave the Jumbos
a chance, completing a 16-yard pass to
Menty, bringing the ball into Trinity territory at the 42.
The very next play however, the center
exchange went over D'Annolfo's head for
a 14-yard loss, and Tufts was forced to call
a timeout with 16 seconds left. With time
for only one more play, Mark Randall '07
sealed the deal for the Bants by picking off
D'Annolfo's pass at Trinity's 41-yard line,
with eight seconds left. Schweitzer took a
victory kneel on the next possession to run
the clock out.
"It didn't feel like a close game. The
atmosphere on the sidelines was the same
as any other game, we knew what we had
to do to win," Snow said.
Next up for the Bantams is a home
match-up against Bowdoin, the last undefeated team in the NESCAC. A Colby loss
this past Saturday at the hands of Amherst,
28-9 means that if Trinity can remain undefeated for the remainder of the season, they
ensure themselves sole possession of their
fourth straight championship.

www.trincoll.edu

The Bantams held the Continentals to zero first downs for the entire game.

The last time these two teams met,
Trinity bullied Bowdoin to a 41-0 win.
Kickoffisat 1:30.
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Marsden, Driscoll Make Splash at Tournaments
Women's team.
The Bantams were victorious in all
Although the fall tennis season acts as a three doubles matches, as Brenna Driscoll
way to gear up for the more pivotal spring
'08 and senior captain Melissa White led
season, Trinity's men's and women's tennis
the way in the number one spot with a
teams have been ready to compete from the hard-fought win, 9-8 (9-7), helping lead the
start. In a shortened fall season, the men
team to a 6-3 road victory.
blanked both opponents en route to a 2-0
"We worked really hard throughout the
team record, while the youthful women fin- season to strengthen our doubles, and our
ished at 1-4.
efforts were definitely rewarded at
In their win over Brandeis University
Brandeis," says White. For Driscoll,
on Oct. 2, talented freshmen Amanda White's leadership has gone a long way in
Tramont and Sarah Gould each won helping their young Bantams develop
straight sets in their singles matches for the
quickly. "Having five freshman is difficult
women, before teaming up to beat the for such a small team," she says. "But
Judges again in an 8-2 doubles win in the [Melissa] made everyone feel comfortable
number two spot. Gould and Tramont are
and welcome from the start."
the two up and coming stars for the
As for their singles play, the women are
anchored at the top by
Driscoll, who White says
has been one of the team's
strongest players her whole
career.
The sophomore had an
impressive showing at the
New England Women's
Intercollegiate
Tennis
Tournament over the weekend, defeating the top player for Williams College.
Driscoll's stellar tournament was eventually ended
in a loss to a player from
Bates in one of the tournament's tightest matches.
Trinity's men's team
has had a strong season
from the start that was
highlighted by team wins
over
Springfield and
Babson. With a deep lineup
Lindsay Ruslander '07 reached the quarters of the NEWII I. of experience and leaderJAY ACUNZO
SPORTS WRITER

ship from three senior tri-captains - Daniel
Merns, Jonathan Hart, and Jimmie Ames the men were able to rest much their best
lineup and still come out victorious.
At
Springfield,
seniors
Paul
Baumgartner and Andrew Rosenbaum won
in singles matches and together dominated
the number three doubles match, 8-2.
Trinity demonstrated just how versatile
their team is this year, as sophomore Jeff
Stempeck and three freshmen John Hanley,
David Yahng, and Adam Charness all won
their matches against the Pride.
Because of their talent, Coach Paul
Assaiante has been able to rest players like
tri-captains Mems (5-0 in singles matches)
and Hart (4-2), while giving young potential like Yahng (4-1) a chance to perform
and gain valuable match experience that
will make the spring season all the easier if
the unexpected happens.
"We have three seniors. Other than that,
we're fairly young," says Brian Marsden
'07, who is the number one player when the
team is at full strength. "In the lineup you
have me and several sophomores that are
experienced. We can definitely set our
sights high."
The team wasted uo time in doing just
that, turning in a great performance at the
Intercollegiate Tennis Association Division
III Regional Championships Sept. 30
through Oct. 2. Brett Ramsay 'OS defeated
three opponents in straight sets, eventually
losing in three sets in the quarterfinals, 7-6
(4), 2-6, 6-1.
Ramsay and Marsden won 8-4 and 8-3
in doubles, before finally losing to the
eventual champions in a tough match, 9-8
(8).
The duo's fall performances earned
them a trip to the IT A National Small

www.trincoll.edu

Tennis finished off a solid season.
College Championships to represent New
England. In an outstanding tournament,
Ramsay and Marsden battled their way into
the finals of the national doubles championship. In the quarterfinal round, the
Trinity pair defeated opponents from
Pacific Lutheran University, 6-4, 7-6 (4),
and won the semifinals by default, due to
an injury for the pair from Kalamazoo
College.
In the finals, Ramsay and Marsden saw
their remarkable run come to end, losing in
straight sets (6-3, 6-1) to Gul Schils and
Larry Wang from the Claremont, Mudd,
and Scripps College. "It was the highlight
of the fall for Brett and me," says Marsden.
"Now spring is what we need to be ready
for. Last year we underachieved, but we
didn't graduate anybody ... we should be
ready to go."

Volleyball Sweeps Interstate Rivals I Rowers
Take Gold
at Regatta
continued from page 20
trol and it has gotten a lot better," Coach
Bowman said. "We're now playing a lot
smarter and we're picking apart our opponents." Whatever started the Bantams on
that Tuesday kept the team going for the
next two weeks. From Oct. 4 through Oct.
17, the Bantams won every game they
played with the exception of one game
against Colby. Over that span, Trinity beat
four NESCAC teams, all of which counted
toward the NESCAC standings.
In that winning streak, the Bantams
polished off Emmanuel, Bowdoin 3-0 and
Bates 3-0 at Connecticut College;
Wesleyan 3-1 - avenging the non-league
loss in Middletown - Connecticut College
3-0 and Western Connecticut 3-0 at in front
of a home crowd.
The win against Bowdoin on Friday
Oct. 7 was career win number 199 for
Coach Bowman and was highlighted by
double-digit kills for both Forero and
Cahill. "Vanessa and Nicole have really
been key for us. They're really improved a
lot and are really strong in the middle.
They've been helping us out a lot," Coach
Bowman said.
Bowman did not have to wait long for
win number 200 as it came the next day
against Bates, ironically a team that helped
Bowman amass a number of those 200
wins. In this game, it was Forero and
Moore that provided the offense for Trinity
with 18 kills and 45 assists respectively.
Forero also had three blocks in the game.
That game was preceded by a loss to
NESCAC powerhouse Colby who were
almost handed their first League loss of the
year by the Bantams.
The White Mules narrowly escaped the
Bantams 3-2 in a hard fought game all the

way around. Colby improved to 15-1 with
the win while the Bantams moved to 10-8
after the win over Bates.
Feeling pretty good about their recent
turnaround, the Bantams then had a week
off to catch their breath and prepare for the
final third of the season. In a long season
like volleyball's, it is at this point where
many teams begin to break down and show
their weaknesses.
However, because the Bantams were
run into the ground by their workout schedule during September, they are still energetic, strong and perhaps one of the most
physically fit teams in the NESCAC right
now. They got the chance to show their
strength at home for only the second time
all season this past weekend as Trinity
hosted a NESCAC Quad match against
Connecticut College and Wesleyan.
Both games were played this past
Saturday and in the first contest, Trinity
wiped the floor with Wesleyan as revenge
for the stunning loss only two weeks earlier.
The Cardinals took the first game 3230, but Trinity, undeterred by this minor
glitch, roared back and took the next three
games convincingly 30-18, 30-20 and 3017. After a rest to watch Wesleyan and
Connecticut College play their match, the
Bantams swept their other interstate rival
easily 30-22, 30-26 and 3046.
With the wins on Saturday, Trinity took
sole position of third place in the NESCAC
standings. Following their performance
this weekend, the Bantams came out for a
game on Monday against Western
Connecticut which they won easily 3-0 to
continue their impressive winning streak.
As an added bonus for Trinity this
weekend, Erika Heineken was awarded the

NESCAC Player of the Week for Oct. 17
for her performance over the two matches
against Wesleyan and Connecticut College.
Over the two contests she recorded two
aces, 23 digs and 27 kills - 16 of which
came against Wesleyan.
The remaining games that the Bantams
have on their schedule before the NESCAC
Tournament - which they have now
secured a spot for - are mostly against nonNESCAC opponents. The two exceptions
are a final home game against Amherst on
Tuesday Oct. 25 and then their last game of
the year against Tufts at Wesleyan that following Friday.
The Bantams' next game is this
Wednesday against Keene State at home in
the Ray Oosting Gymnasium at 7:00 p.m.

Chuck Pratt

Emily Moore '08 leads the team in assists.

continued from page 24
Fours, who missed finishing in first by less
than seven seconds, and a competitive
Men's Singles race by junior co-captain
Peter Graves, senior Henry Palmer, junior
Ren Nebel, and Slater who finished first
through forth, respectively.
While Mother Nature hasn't been able
to hold back the rowers from giving top
performances, it has made it difficult for
practice.
"The level of the water is so high right
now that if we were to try to carry a boat
overhead down to our dock, an onlooker
would see eight pairs of hands sticking out
of the water holding a boat upside down,"
said Slater.
With high winds and floating debris in
the water, along with the high water level,
the teams have had virtually no time out on
the water. Instead, practices consist of
intense periods of rowing in the indoor
tank.
. The poor conditions could prove an
advantage for Trinity at this weekend's
Head of the Charles. The Men's First
Eights won their race there for the first time
ever last year, and did so on a course shortened due to the weather.
In the end, the teams have confidence
in their talent and their preparation.
According to sophomore Gary Moffat, "the
water conditions have limited our ability to
practice, but spirits remain high ... I think
that regardless of the conditions we should
be able to do some really great things."
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Soccer Loses Again, Eliminated From Playoffs
NICK CANTONE
SPORTS WRITER

In an attempt to post its first
NESCAC victory of the season,
the Trinity College Bantams soccer team lost a squeaker in overtime to Tufts 3-2.
The Bantams were coming off
of their first winning streak of the
season as they defeated Westfield
State and Eastern Connecticut in
their previous two contests. The
two wins for the Bantams were
both by way of a shutout as they
kept their opponents scoreless for
190 minutes plus heading into
Tufts.
Desperate for some sort of

positive force, the Bantams found
solace in the opening minutes
against Westfield State, as forward Charlie Fuentes '08 scored
the first goal of the game in the
third minute. The Bantams were
able to hold the lead as the game
ended with a 2-0 shutout for
Trinity.
With a little confidence going
into, their game against Eastern
Connecticut, the Bantams were
able to keep their winning ways
as goalie Zac Trudeau pitched his
second straight shutout as Fuentes
again scored the game-winning
goal, this time in the second half
as the game ended 1-0.

Chuck Pratt

Charlie Fuentes JO8 and Russell Smith '07 converge on the ball.

Upcoming Events
Wed, Oct 19
Volleyball vs. Keene State
(7:00)
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Sat, Oct. 22
Football vs. Bowdoin (1:00)
Field Hockey vs. Bowdoin
(11:00)
Men's & Women's Cross Country
@ RPt Invitational
Men's Soccer vs. Bowdoin
(11:00)
Women's Soccer vs. Bowdoin
(11:00)
Volleyball @ Clark, Worcester St.
(at Clark)
Men's & Women's. Crew @ Head
of Charles Regatta
Sun, Oct. 23
Men's & Women's Crew
of Charles Regatta

"Going into Tufts, coming off
two wins, we were looking to
keep the momentum going and
try to stay alive for the NESCAC
tourney," said senior captain
Derrick deVos.
The scoreless streak quickly
ended as Tufts got on the board
with an early goal at the twominute mark to take an immediate
1-0 advantage.
The score
remained that way into half time
as the field conditions were very
sloppy and play was aggressive
from both sides.
"The goal right away caught
us off guard a little but we just
had to keep fighting," added
deVos. And fight they did, as the
Bantams quickly knotted it up at
one as freshman Matt Miller
scored his second career goal ten
minutes into the second half on a
feed from sophomore Spencer
Vinal '08.
That seemed to be the
momentum shift the Bantams
needed. Nearly 13 minutes later
Trinity would seize the lead from
the Jumbos on a pretty pass from
sophomore Charlie Fuentes to
senior captain Jeff Hodge.
Hodge's goal gave the Bants
their first lead in a NESCAC
game this season. The Bantams
had little time to relish this feat as
Tufts tied the game at two; a mere
three minutes after Trinity took
the lead.
"Losing the lead was devastating as we fought so hard to get
it, but we- just needed to hang in
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Carter Sackman '08 is part of a developing Bantam defense.
eliminates Trinity from any postthere," DeVos said. The hardseason play.
fought battle would eventually go
The Bantams overall record
into overtime.
Tufts wasted no time in the this year stands, at 3-7 with all
first overtime period as the three of their wins having come at
home against non-conference
Jumbos scored the winning goal
in the first minute of the extra ses- opponents. Trinity ends its season with three home NESCAC
sion.
games; the first of which is Oct.
Despite the heart-breaking
19 against the Connecticut
defeat, Trinity was able to double
College Camels.
its conference scoring output as
"We need to go out and show
the team has only been able to
these younger guys how it feels to
produce one goal in its last five
win a NESCAC game. I would
NESCAC games.
love nothing more than to give
Freshman
Goalie
Zach
one of these teaiasjjjilemish on
Trudeau finished with five saves
their record." The Bantam?tK*e«»,,
on the day and leads the
yet to beat their last two oppoNESCAC in saves per game. The
loss dropped the Bantams to 0-6 nents, Middlebury and Bowdoin,
in deVos's tenure at Trinity.
•in the league and mathematically

Boudria Earns Player
continued from page 24
when he needed it most. Like
Sunday Tiger, Boudria turned it
up in the clutch and took home
the title.
Boudria's teammates also
stepped up when it mattered the
most, especially the newest members of the team. Freshmen Josh
Biren and Alec MacColl shot 156
and 157 respectively to place second and third for the Bantams.
Biren shot a 77 on day two as
he placed 10th in his first
NESCAC championship tourney.
MacColl improved upon his day
one 80 by four strokes to end day

two with a 76 and place 13th
overall in his first NESCAC competition as well.
In his final NESCAC championship, Senior Captain Matt
Lipton contributed with an overall score of 163 to place 35th and
as Trinity's fourth man. Lipton
was followed by Junior Simon
Dionne who shot a 167 for the
weekend.
Thanks to the consistent contributions of Boudria and elevated
play from experience veterans
and newcomers alike, the
Bantams have enjoyed one of
their best seasons in history. The

Head

Jon Simonian

The Golf team had one of its most successful seasons to date.

men also have a team victory that
they earned at the Elms
Invitational.
On this day, the upperclassmen stepped up. Behind Boudria,
Dionne carded a 76 and placed
sixth in the tournament. Lipton
was only four strokes behind, as
he shot an 80 and placed 35th at
the invite.
While the Bantams benefited
from strong performances by
upperclassmen at the Elms, the
ECAC Championship was an
effort that saw the team's two
freshmen perform like seasoned
vets.
Led by MacColl, Trinity
placed
fourth
at the
Championship. In his first match
representing Trinity, he shot a 76
and tied for sixth overall.
Following MacColl were Boudria
and the other freshman spark Josh
Biren. Biren took 27th by shooting an 80.
As the season winds down,
the Bantams can hold their heads
high. Looking back at the 2005
fall team, it will be remembered
as one that turned in some inspiring individual performances that
led to team success.
The Bantams surely cannot
wait until this spring season when
their top performer will return
along with the same strong nucleus of young talent. This has certainly been a benchmark season
and the Trinity golf program will
definitely keep growing in the
future.
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Another Year, Another Loss for Beloved Yanks
A Fifth Year Without a World Series Championship Forces Yankee Fans to Reminisce About the Golden Years
BEN L.EONG

time), but true Yankees fans remember the
SPORTS EDITOR
losing years, when we were, dare I say,
Another disappointing year for the
almost as bad as Boston.
New York Yankees comes to a close, anothWe remember guys like Randy Valarde,
er year without a World Championship or a
Mike Gallego, Matt Nokes, Danny
ticker-tape parade. It's been five long years Tartabull, Lee Guetterman, and Melido
since the World Series trophy has made its Perez. If you go back further, you might
home in the Bronx, and for New Yorkers, a
remember Dave Righetti, Steve Sax, or
people that demand success, that's an eter- even Steve Balboni. We're still saddened
nity. Yes, we're probably spoiled, but this by the fact that Don Mattingly, arguably the
is the Yankees, and winning is what we do. most beloved Yankee since Mickey
Mantle, never won a World Series ring.
Any other team would be proud of the
accomplishments: eight consecutive diviBut then the Golden Years began, with
sion titles, nine in the last 10 years, six
a nucleus of home-grown talent in Derek
World
Series
Jeter,
Mariano
appearances.
Rivera,
Bernie
But for New
Williams,
and
Yorkers, it's not
Andy Pettite leadenough.
We
ing the way. This
core would take
expect to win it all
the Yankees to the
every year, and
promised
land
that simply hasn't
four times in the
happened - for a
next five years,
very long time it
including
three
seems.
straight
World
While historiSeries titles, a feat
cally the Yankees
that Boston now
have been the
has
newfound
most
dominant
respect for, as
team in all of
they realize how
sports, for our
difficult it is to
generation things
defend a title.
weren't always so
hunky-dory. Sure
But then the
we've
experimusic stopped, or
enced four World
wvvw.espn.com at least lowered a
Championships (I Jeter's face says it all: New York is not happy, decibel or two.
remember people skipping school in sixth
The reliable Rivera was mortal for a day at
grade for their first World Series of our lifethe worst possible moment for the Bombers

Is

in 2001, costing them a chance to make it
them once more; that unless you create a
four straight titles.
dynasty, you're just another name on the
The next year was a division series loss
World Champion list, joined by the likes of
to the Angels,
the Blue Jays,
who seem to have
Diamondbacks,
our number in the
Twins
and
playoffs.
The
Marlins
Marlins put us
Changes will
down for the
surely be coming
count the followin the off-season,
ing year in the
the nucleus of the
World Series, and
2004 Red Sox
in 2004 Boston
that brought so
made the unthinkmuch relief and
able possible, if
hope to the region
for no other reacould change drason than to help
matically. Johnny
market
'Fever
Damon
could
Pitch.'
take his signature
hair and girl arm
And
then
elsewhere, while
came this year,
not five days after
"My
Favorite
basking in the
Manny" Ramirez
glory of seeing
could be traded,
Boston
broken
www.espn.com possibly
to
like
Bonaduce Schilling and Varitek couldn't find the magic. Queens, where
against Chicago, our pinstriped heroes forhe'll trade one big green monster mascot
get how to hit against the Los Angeles San
for the much beloved baseball-headed Mr.
Andreas Angels of Orange County,
Met.
Anaheim.
With no major names in the Free Agent
There have been high moments in the
pool, how will the 2006 Yankees look?
past five years, a la Aaron "Bleeping"
Will Carl Pavaao finally have his pitching
Boone, followed by extreme lows, see: last
arm FedExed from Florida? Will the Twins
season's historic collapse.
ship Torii Hunter in to play center? Do you
dare trade Gary Sheffield?
But now it's back to the drawing board
for both teams. A lot can change in a year.
All of these questions need to be
Boston has come down from their World
addressed, but if you're a Red Sox or
Series high, and realizes that "What have
Yankees fan, you have all winter to wait for
you done for me lately," now applies to
the answers.
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Two More Wins: Hamilton, Tuns Latest Victims
24-yards for a touchdown, while captain
Avon Morgan '06 wasn't to be outdone
with an interception of his own for a 38For the Trinity football team, the past
yard score.
14 days have been marked by two rain
soaked games, two drastically different
Christian Allen '07, senior captain
scores, but the same result, as they remain
Kevin Quinn also had interceptions along
undefeated.
with freshman safety Ross Pietrantonio
who added four tackles to earn NESCAC
A week after blowing out Hamilton,
Rookie of the Week honors.
58-0, the Bantams played in a 7-0 nail biter
against Tufts this past week. The victories
This past Saturday, the Bantams travwere the Bantams' Division III leading
eled up to Medford, Mass, to spoil Tufts'
25th and 26th wins a row.
Homecoming and Parents Weekend celebrations, with a 7-0 squeaker against the
Trinity is the number one scoring
Jumbos.
offense in the league, averaging 36.5 points
a game, while they have held their oppoAfter racking up the most points in the
nents to a league low of 1.5 points per
NESCAC all season against Hamilton, the
game.
Bantams played in their closest game in
nearly two years.
Trinity is number one in total offense
and total defense, averaging 5.7 yards a
It was the closest game they'd played in
play, while opponents are only averaging
since their 22-20 win over Middlebury in
Chuck Pratt
2.7 yards per play. The Bantams already
Chandler Barnard '08 rushed for 110 yards and three scores against Hamilton.
2002. The last time Trinity scored only
have three shutouts on the year, one shy of except for two that were a result of Trinity
yards on the ground with one touchdown, seven points in a game came in a 2001 loss
the NESCAC record of four, which they penalties.
to Middlebury, 14-7.
and freshman Lemi Joyner scored the first
share with Amherst and Middlebury.
The Bantam defense showed off their
touchdown of his career. Carlos Baz excit"It was the closest game I can remember playing in," Barnard said. "We were
Trinity (4-0) played host to the hands, picking off five passes, two of ed the crowd with a 94-yard kickoff return
for a touchdown to open the second half.
excited; our starters usually don't play past
Hamilton Continentals (1-3) on a rain which were run back for touchdowns.
soaked Saturday afternoon Oct. 8. The
All three of sophomore Chandler
Senior quarterback Bill Schweitzer the second half, so we were pumped to play
Continentals never stood a chance as the Barnard's carries resulted in touchdowns, completed eight of 14 passes for 103 yards. an entire game."
Bantams scored 27 points in the first half
with runs of 55, 50, and 5 yards for a total
Freshman tight end Andrew McDowell led
The only score of the game came on a
en route to a 58-0 thrashing.
of 110 yards.
all receivers with two catches for 80 yards, 20-yard pass from quarterback Bill
including a 50-yard completion in the
Schweitzer '06 -to.junior receiver Chris
"I was just trying to make something
Trinity accumulated 440 total yards,
fourth quarter.
Olenoski '07 with 5:2
232 rushing and 204 passing, while happen when I got in [the game]," Barnard
Senior captain Michael Blair led the ter.
Hamilton could only muster 57 total yards, said. "The O-lineman dominated at the
defense with four tackles and one sack.
45 yards rushing and 12 passing. Hamilton line and really opened it up for me."
see ONLY an page 20
Mike Soules '07 returned an interception
JordanQuinones'07 contributed 55
did not have a first down the entire game,
BEN LEONG

SPORTS EDITOR

Crew Prepares for Charles Golf Has Best Ever
Finish at NESCAC
PETER DACEY

SPORTS WRITER

With the all important Head
of the Charles Regatta only a
week away, the men and women's
Crew teams are kicking their fall
season into high gear. While
Rowing is a club sport in the Fall,
both the Men's and Women's
team take the season very seriously, as some of the biggest races of
the year are in the fall.
Entering the season with high
expectations, both teams have
managed to stay a steady course
to this point. In fact, the only negative note thus far has been the
weather, which can't be blamed
on the rowers.
At the opening race of the
season, the Riverfront Regatta in
Hartford,. the Bantams gave a
dominant performance by earning
top-three finishes in a dozen
races.
"The Riverfront is fun for us
because it's our only regatta on
our home turf," said senior cocaptain Ed Slater.
The Women's First Eights
were the highlight of the day,
winning the La Perla Plate and
outpacing second-place Boston
College by a solid margin.

Gel this week's
schedule of games in
Sports in Brief on
page 22

take the title by two strokes.
Boudria was named the NESCAC
Player of the Year for his first
Golf teams, despite being
made up of individual perform- place performance; he is the first
ers, cannot succeed based on one Bantam to ever earn these honors.
Winning is nothing new to
outstanding
performance.
Regardless if this were true or Boudria this season. Prior to the
not, the Men's golf team had a NESCAC Championship, George
successful season both individu- placed first at the Elms
Invitational on
ally and collecSept. 9, where he
tively.
shot a 70 and took
At
the
home the individNESCAC
golf
ual title. His 70 at
www.trincoll.edu
championship on
Elms and the 69
The Men's Crew team gets set to defend their title at the Charles.
Oct. 1, Junior
posted at the
George Boudria
Trinity raced two boats in flood conditions ruined the day's
l e a g u e
finished first overeach Novice Eights race, and all racing.
Championship
all,
boosting
four medalled, headed by a first
A number of races were canare not only the
place finish by one of Men's
celled do to the terrible condi- Trinity to a third
two best rounds
place
finish.
This
Novice Eights boats. In all, the tions, including the Men's and
shot by Trinity
is
the
first
time
a
only disappointment on the day Women's First Eights. That didn't
golfers this seaBantam
has
ever
was the finish by the Men's First
stop the Bantams from taking the
son, they rank
won
the
individual
Eights boat, which fell behind the
races that did take place, headed
among the best
title
and
it
was
pack early and finished in the
by the Men's Novice Eights, who
JonSimonian rounds turned in
done in quite
seventh spot.
edged out Wesleyan for their secThe following weekend the
ond consecutive gold medal vicimpressive fash- Boudria is the Player of the Year, by Trinity golfers
Bantams traveled to a site where
tory in the event.
ion. After shooting a first-day 78, ever. What is most impressive
they were very successful in
Among the day's other suc- Boudria came back on day two to about Boudria's 69 is that he sum2004, Middletown, Conn., for the cess stories were the Men's
shoot a 69, the only round under moned his best performance
Head of the Connecticut Regatta.
70 in the tournament. His overall
Unfortunately, downpours and
see ROWERS on page 21
score of 147 was good enough to
see BOUDRIA on page 22
TONY QUINTERO
SPORTS WRITER

INSIDE SPORTS
Read, about the Men's
Soccer team on pace 22

Read how Yolle\ktll fared
on page 20

See how Men'h and
Women's. Teunis finished up the full season
on page 21

